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THE STATIC AND DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF DISCRETELY
REPRESENTED MOORINGS AND CABLES
BY NUMERICAL MEANS

I. INTRODUCTION
1. 1

General Introduction
The world today is faced with the growing problem of meeting

current and projected needs of an expanding world population. As a

result, attention is being focused upon the sea as a means of fulfilling
requirements in the future. New and imaginative effort,coupled with
increased scientific knowledge and technological capability, will be
mandatory for intelligent and efficient utilization of the unfathomed

resources of the ocean.
Traditionally, oceanographic exploration has followed a pattern

of gathering data from ships in either single or cooperative ventures.
Measurements taken at scattered geographic positions over long periods of time (often on the order of years) is costly and often an inadequate means for accumulating information necessary to the study of

time dependent transport and circulational processes. Further exploration and development of marine resources will necessitate the con-

struction of complex structural systems in deep water. Crucial to
such development is the need to accurately predict wave conditions

far in advance of their occurrence.
Regional or global systems of strategically dispersed remote
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sensing buoys could provide a means for meeting these needs. Such

systems would provide a capability for monitoring sea state and lower
atmospheric conditions. By accumulating data they would provide

information necessary for better understanding the basic phenomena
involving the generation of wind waves, thereby leading to improved

and reliable wave forecasting.
Oceanographical measurement from fixed positions has long been

desirable, but to date only limitedly attainable. A major obstacle to
the placement of such installations has been their unreliability and
short life. The ocean, and in particular the interfacial region, presents a harsh physical and chemical environment. Past inadequacies
are attributable to an insufficient backlog of both knowledge and experi-

ence in this environment, in relation to the behavior of materials,

instruments and structural systems.
A long history of unsuccessful mooring attempts and the recent

profusion of basic buoys and mooring schemes attests to the interest
and need to develop this capacity. Causes traceable to mooring

failures are diverse, ranging from component overstress to shark
bite and corrosion. Structural failures resulting from inadequate

design. can be ascribed to a present inability to correctly predict the
exact nature and extent of the forces which a mooring system will be
required to withstand. Such forces are the result of complex static
and dynamic interaction of both buoys and their moorings with lower
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atmospheric winds, ocean waves and currents.
The ability to analyze a moored object and its cable mooring both

statically and dynamically is essential for reliable structural and
hydrodynamic design. Attempting to deal analytically with mooring

problems can be discouraging when one reflects on the long years
and substantial effort directed at evaluating hydro- and aerodynamic

forces on rigid bodies, subject to steady flow. Analysis has yet to
reach the point of exclusion of experimentation or reliance on empiri-

cally derived relations. Mooring problems involve fluid motion influenced by waves which have all the complexities of being non-uniform,

non-steady, and turbulent. Detailed kinematic description of the flow
field, involving both pressure and shear distribution on the buoy and

cables is presently not possible. Flow conditions about a cable influenced by wave motion are complicated by the fact that the cable's
trailing edge during one half cycle becomes its leading edge during

the next, as the cable is accelerated back into its wake. The compliant nature of the cable further complicates the picture as it contributes to the relative motion by responding to variation in pressure
along its length.

The static and dynamic behavior of flexible cables is also complex and not totally understood. Exact attainment of the static config-

uration under all but a few specific loadings is currently not possible.
A complete solution of the mooring behavior problem must
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account for fluid structure interaction resulting from both waves and

subsurface currents; structural and fluid energy dissipation, and elastic deformation of the system& components must also be considered.

In the case of some commonly used cable materials this effect can be

appreciable and add still greater difficulty to the analysis, due to non-

linear stress-strain relationships (Wilson, 1967).
Approaches to the analysis of mooring systems have taken sev-

eral directions. Attempts at analyzing the behavior of such systems
by use of hydraulic models have been widely conducted. Experimental

studies of large scale systems are, however, not without their difficulties. Facilities are normally limited in depth, necessitating the

use of either small or partial models. Results obtained from such
models tend to be of limited value. Cables which are on the order of

several inches or less, in depths often approaching several thousand

feet, present significant scaling difficulties. There appears to be a
lack of comprehensive studies aimed at establishing model criteria
required to properly evaluate the dynamical behavior of cable systems
in fluids. Analytical attempts have been based on formulating equa-

tions of motion for the system and then attempting to arrive at solution under simplifying assumptions by various mathematical techniques.
Other approaches have been based on the development of simplified
system models and the adoption of both digital and analog computers.

The mooring behavior problem by its nature traverses many
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areas of endeavor and engineering application. An extensive publication devoted entirely to reviewing the current status of analyzing cable
systems under hydrodynamic loading has been written (Parsons and

Casarella, 1969) to which the reader is referred for a comprehensive
overview. Discussion of the results of other investigators will be

undertaken in conjunction with either their usage or applicability to

the material presented in subsequent sections of this study.
1.2. Background and Scope of Investigation

The use of large TOTEM spar buoys such as that shown in

Figure 1.2-1 for data acquisition by Oregon State University's Department of Oceanography, necessitated the development of a reliable
mooring technique capable of restraining the buoy while minimizing

the vertical mooring reaction, as these buoys are limited in reserve
buoyancy.

In view of this, a study was conducted (Dominguez, et al., 1969)
to develop a mooring for installation of a TOTEM buoy in 1800 feet of

water off the coast of Oregon. As a result the two-point mooring

illustrated in Figure 1.3-1 was developed and later deployed. Its
design was based on a necessarily limited amount of analytical work
in conjunction with a structural analog to evaluate static behavior.
Reliance was placed on a 1/100 scale model of the buoy and its moor-

ing to evaluate the system& response to directional waves. Static and
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dynamic evaluation by these methods were limited with respect to

depth, and in the case of static analysis, to two dimensional analysis
neglecting hydrodynamic forces on the subsurface mooring components.

In view of the several drawbacks presented by such approaches
to long term studies, it was felt that future development of such moor-

ing systems required a capability of easily evaluating their behavior
under a minimum number of restricting limitations. Hence the impetus for this study was provided.
The objectives of this study focus upon the development and ap-

plication of numerical methods for statically and dynamically analyz-

ing discrete parameter represented moorings and cable systems,
under generalized assumed known loadings.
1. 3.

Two-Point Mooring System

The two-point mooring system shown in Figure 1. 3- 1 consists

of a set of anchors and a pair of subsurface spring buoys which provide support to a set of anchor and buoy connecting cables. When

subject to external forces arising from either wind or current action
on the surface buoy or subsurface components, a change in the mooring geometry must occur. The mooring can be thought of as being in

a state of quasi-equilibrium dependent on cable generated forces to

maintain its position. Under the influence of any external force the
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mooring must readjust and seek out a new equilibrium position com-

patible with the applied external forces and restraints on the system.
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2.

STATIC BEHAVIOR OF CABLE SYSTEMS

2.1. Statics of a Continuous Suspended Cable

Historically, the mathematical theory pertaining to the behavior
of flexible cables and chains has evolved under the normally made

assumption of total flexibility of the member. This assumption results in significant analytical simplification, as it implies that internal
bending moments cannot be developed. Consequently internal shear

forces cannot exist. Forces which a cable is then capable of trans-

mitting are tensile forces only, which must be directed tangent to the
cable at every point along its length.
The tangency requirement will be demonstrated, and equations
developed, by considering the equilibrium of an elemental length of
cable, following that given by Pestel and Thomson (1969).

Consideration of the element indicated in Figure 2.1-1 shows
it to be acted upon by an external distributed load w(s) whose resultant is wE s and the internal cable reactions at either end of the

element T and T + AT. Equilibrium of the element requires that
two conditions must be identically satisfied. The first may be ex-

pressed as

EF =

0

11
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where F = Force, external to the element. Applying this condition
+

+

17 ) + TvA s

=

0

which reduces to
AT
®s

Letting A s

0,

+w =

(2.1-1)

0

the following differential equation results,
ds

+w

(2. 1-2)

Application is now made of the second equilibrium condition which

may be expressed as
E Mo =

0

where M = the moment produced by a force F about any arbitrary
point 0. On substitution,

r X -T + (r +A r) x (T +AT) + rw X wA s = 0

Expansion and division of this equation by As gives,

r XAs +As XT+®s XAT+rwXw =0
Now if As

0, then AT

0 and rw

r,

dr .=
r X dT
ds + w + -----ds X 1

(2. 1 -3)

which gives
=

(2. 1-4)

The bracketed portion of the left hand term is zero by Eq. (2.1-2);
hence the following differential equation is obtained

dr X T =
ds
Since

ds

0

is
i everywhere tangent to the cable then the direction of

must be also,in order to satisfy Eq. (2. 1 -5).
Equations (2. 1 -2) and (2. 1 -5) are the basic differential equa-

tions describing the internal force distribution and deflection
geometry of a suspended cable subject to a distributed loading.
2.2. Development of the Equations for Two-Dimensional
Analysis of a Suspended Cable
Use will now be made of Eqs. (2. 1-2) and (2. 1-5) to develop the

basic equations for static analysis of suspended cable members under
the influence of a distributed loading. If the distributed load is re-

stricted to lying in a vertical plane, as shown in Figure 2.2-1

,

then

(2.2 -1)

w(s) = w(s)j

where i, J, k are unit vectors in the x, y, z directions of a right

hand cable coordinate system.
+X

Tx

ea.

T

Ty

Figure 2.2 -I

ACTED
UPON
CABLE
LOADING
DISTRIBUTED

BY

A

VERTICAL
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The internal tension force at any point
1

is thus

s

xy

= T i+Ti

(2. 2-2)

Substituting Eq. (2.2-2) into Eq. (2. 1 -2) gives
dT

x
ds

dT.
+

w(s)i. =

Y

ds

0

Separating terms, one obtains
dT
X:

(2. 2 -3)

°

dT
Y:

ds

+ w(s)

=

0

(2. 2-4)

Eq. (2. 2 -3) implies that everywhere in the cable the horizontal
component of the tension force is constant. Integrating Eq. (2. 2 -4)
will give

Ty =

(s)ds + A.

(2.2-5)

If the position vector r from the origin of coordinates to any point

located on the cable, at a distance

s

is expressed in rectangular

Cartesian coordinates as

r = xi +yj
and r is substituted into the second of the basic differential cable
equations, then Eq. (2. 1 -5) gives

,
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....
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.

..

..

..

....
....
....

RATI 0,,'Cr
....

.

..

hr

LEFT CABLE
SUPPORT

.

. ,,'

..../ ....

dx

....
....
....

-r

.

.-.

kr

Xr
=

F..

Figure 2.2-2
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NOMENCLATURE

SPAN

AND

GEOMETERY
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dx
(

dv

.

+ T i) =

X (Tx

+

dx
dv
k T
ds Ty
ds x
T

y

=T

k=

0

0

(2. 2 -6)

x dx

Substitution of this last expression, Eq. (2.2-.6) into Eq. (2. 2 -5) is
now made, obtaining the following expression for the cable slope at
any point.
1

dx

Sw(s)ds + Al

Tx

(2. 2-7)

From Figure 2.2-2 the following geometrical relationship can be seen
to exist,

ds 2

dy
[

C-17(

CTX" )

2

(2. 2 -8)

1

Using this, Eq. (2. 2 -7) may now be written in the following form
ds

1+

(s)ds + Al]

--d7c

2

which upon separation of the variables and integration gives
ds
1

+

1

+ A2

w(s)ds + Al ] 2

(2. 2-9)
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This last equation, Eq. (2. 2 -9), may in general be utilized to obtain
an expression for the deflection relationship of the cable y = y(x)

provided that the necessary integration can be carried out. Pestel
and Thomson (1969) point out that this is normally quite difficult.

However, there are two special cases of practical importance for
which a closed solution for the deflection curve can readily be obtained.
These will now be considered.

Parabola

For the case when the load acting on the cable is a prescribed
function of x, then
w(x)

= w(x) j

(2.2-10)

which will lead to the following form of Eq. (2..1-2)
dx

+ w(x)

(2. 2 -11)

0

=

As was previously done, this can be expressed in Cartesian components to give
dTx
dx

(2. 2-12)

0

dT
---Y- + w(x)
dx

=

0

(2. 2 -13)

Hence

Tx = Constant

(2.2-14)

w(x) dx + Bi

T

The tension force tangency requirement given by Eq. (2.2-6) may now
be used with Eq. (2. 2 -15) to obtain the following expression for the
slope of the cable
dy
dx

1

T

w(x) dx + B 1

x

(2.2-16)

The deflection curve is then described by

y(x) =

[

w(x)dx dx + B 1x + B

2

(2. 2 -17)

If w(x) = w = constant, then Eq. (2.2-17) is easily integrated, giving
the parabolic form of the cable deflection equation.
y(x) = - wx
2T

2

x

+ B x + B2
1

(2.2-18)

The integration constants in the above equations are evaluated by use
of known boundary values, obtained from the physical constraints

imposed on the problem, such as, specification of cable support
locations, maximum deflection, or cable length. An important condition is that at the lowest point in the cable
plied through use of Eq. (2. 2 -16).

dd:

=

0 which can be ap-
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Catenary

As pointed out, Eq. (2.2-9) may be utilized to obtain an expression describing the cable deflection curve. Consideration is now given

to the important case where w(s)

w = constant

which corresponds

to a uniform cable supporting its own weight. This relation may be

derived by employing a coordinate system located at the end of the

cable, as done by O'Brien and Francis (1964). However, in order to

facilitate development and obtain le s s c u mb e r s ome r

-

sults, a shift in coordinate system will be introduced, locating the
new axes at the lowest point of the cable, as shown in Figure 2.2-2.
At this point, the cable slope d -I
= 0,
dx

s = 0, and

=x-

= 0.

Application of the integrated form of Eq. (2. 2-7) gives Al = 0. Eq.
(2.2-9) then gives
ds
ws)
1+
Tx

+A2

(2. 2-19)

which upon integration is
Tx

sinh
At

= 0,

= 0,

-1 ws
Tx

s = 0, the constant A2 = 0.
ws
Tx

(2. 2..20)

+ A2

sinh T
x

Hence
(2. 2- 21)

Integrating Eq. (2.2-7 ) with. Al = 0, and then substituting Eq. 2.2-21)
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into the result, gives
dy
dx

- sinh

(2. 2.-22)

x

Tx

Making the substitution

and then integrating the above equa-

a=

tion, one obtains

-a cosh
If the values

a

(2.2-23)

+ A3

= 0 and y = hi at the transformed coordinate origin

are substituted into the above equation then A3 = hi + a. Substituting

this value of A3 into Eq. (2. 2 -23) gives the catenary form of the
cable deflection expression
T

w(x -x )

y - hi =

- 1]

(2.2-24)

Since this equation contains three unknown values, hf, xf, and Tx

additional relations are needed in order to make use of it. These
can be obtained by evaluating Eq. (2. 2,24) twice,
X = xt

Xi

at x = 0 and at

+ xr and then subtracting the results leading to the follow-

ing expression for

h,

the vertical distance between cable supports.
2x -xt

h = 2a sinh2at sinh

2a

(2. 2 -25)

To obtain an expression for the length of the catenary L in terms of
the cable span, one can integrate the following expression using Eq.
(2.2-22) for dY
dx

21.

L=

dx

(2. 2- 26)

which after integration and the use of a hyperbolic identity gives
x

2a sinh

t2acosh

2x -x

i

2a

t

(2. 2- 27)

If both Eq. (2. 2 -25) and Eq. (2. 2 -:27) are squared and then subtracted

the following transcendental equation for the catenary parameter a
is obtained.
xt
sinh 2a

1

(2. 2-28 )

2a

In order to obtain equations which can be used easily to obtain the co-

ordinates of the lowest position of the catenary in terms of the nor-

mally known parameters L, x t and h, Eq. (2 2-25) and Eq. (2.227) may be combined to give

xi = a tanh -1

xt
2

(2. 2-29 )

A relation for the vertical coordinate hi may now be obtained by substituting Eq. (2. 2- 28) and Eq. (2. 2- "29) into Eq. (2. 2- 24) and evalu-

ating the result at x = 0, y = 0, thus
x

hi = a [cosh a o1]

(2.2-30)

An expression for the tension at any point in the cable may now be
obtained by combining Eqs. (2. 2 -2) and (2. 2 -6) with Eq. (2. 2- 22)
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which describes the cable slope dy
to give
dx
x-xn

T = aw [1 + (sinh

2 -a
)

(2.2-31)

2.3. Computer Program for Solution of Catenary Equations
Solving the equations governing the catenary geometry and inter-

nal force distribution necessitates the tedious solution of a rather
complex set of hyperbolic equations, including a transcendental equa-

tion defining the catenary parameter. In view of this, a computer
program was developed which provides a complete static solution by
solving the equations presented in Section 2.2 based on the location
of cable support positions, cable length and weight. This program,

as were all programs used in this study, was written in Fortran IV
for use with the Oregon State CDC 3300 computer facility, using the

0S3 version 2.1 time sharing system.
The program incorporates a Newton-Raphson method for solving

the transcendental equation, Eq. (2. 2 -28) which is first rearranged
by transposition to obtain the form F(a) = 0.
xt

sink

-

1

/

2

- h2

=0

Obtaining the root or the value of the catenary parameter a which
satisfies this equation is accomplished by use of the recursion relation
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F{ai)
a.

IA-1

= a, -

(2.3-1)

F'(a.)

where F'(a,) denotes the derivative of F(a) with respect to a and
evaluated at a = a..
Eq. (2.3-1) is used to obtain successive approximations to the

value of a which will satisfy F(a) = 0, Successive approximations
F(a.)

i
i less than some
of a root are carried out until the value of F'(a.)
prescribed value , at which point the root satisfying the catenary
E

parameter equation has been found. A flow chart illustrating the calculation sequence is given in Figure 2.3-1 .
Subsequent figures relating to the catenary properties were
developed using this program. Presented in Figure 2. 3-2 is a dimen-

sionless plot of the catenary parameter a illustrating its dependence

on h, xt and L for the range of configurations of interest. As this
figure shows, the parameter has a wide range of values exhibiting

very large changes as the span to length ratio approaches its asymp-

totic limit. As a approaches infinity, so must the cable tension.
For deep catenaries with small positive span to sag ratios, the catenary parameter assumes a much narrower range of variation.
It was found that the Newton-Raphson criteria used for convergence in obtaining a proved to be direct and rapid for the range of
xt

above approximately 0.35. For lower ranges initial values had

to be selected with greater care. Where initial values of a were
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)
Write a,
Kount

Initialize
R=C?:). 0
Kount = 0

Write message
"Kount > Maxit"

h2 1/2

Yes

2.0
7

No

Kount >
Maxit

R = x /2.0

t

Read in new
value of a

Yes

Print
Message

Kount = Kount + 1

a = a - Change

Change
a
<E

Yes
C

Figure 2. 3-1. Flow Chart of Program CATENARY
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C

= a Tanh- 1(h/L)

xt/2, 0

hi =a[cosh xi/a) - 1,0]

T=aw

A

x

IXT = x t
Write
Tension values, RATIO and
dimensionless force ratios

J = IXT/N
x = y = 0, 0

Write xty
a, Kount

Calculate dimensionless
force ratios

I =1 to J in increments of 1

KK=I*N

w(

y=

RATIO = SAG/xt

x=KK

)

-&0)]

Tx/w [cosh (

SAG =hi - CEE

x

CEE

Write xty

xt

No

Calculate cable tension at x
points

T = aw[cosh(-7.)]
A

w(x

=h ,i.T /w[cosh(
x

x

)
X

T

-1, 0)1

Figure 2. 3.-1 (continued)

Write xt,yt

and xi, hi
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within reasonable range of the correct value, convergence to E , equal

to or less than 0.0001, normally took place within four or five iterations.
In order to lend added geometric meaning to the parameters

used in defining cable properties and configurations, Figure 2.3-3 is
presented showing the catenary shapes as a function of the cable sup-

xt

xt

port position

h,

span to length ratio L and the span to sag ratio

Figure 2.3-4 and Figure 2.3-5 show the cable tension dependence on
catenary geometry and exemplify the non-linear nature of the static
xt

cable analysis problem. Variation of tension with increasing L
corresponds to the effect produced by forcing the cable support posi-

tions apart.
2.4. Analysis of Cable Systems
Cables have been used as load supporting members in such

traditional structures as suspension bridges, tramways, transmission

lines, etc. for some time

In recent years the application of cables

to the construction of complex suspended roof systems has increased.
As a consequence, behavioral theory and techniques for analysis of
such structures have received a good deal of attention and are well
documented (see Shore, 1969). In the case of such structural appli-

cations as these, support locations are known and are not a function of
the systems' loading. Only small changes due to elastic deformation
and temperature occur, which can be accounted for. Loading is
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generally such that analysis can be carried out in a plane. For
cables having relatively flat deflection curves the simpler parabolic
form of the cable equations can be satisfactorily utilized, giving a
good approximation to the exact case described by the catenary. In
this case cos (I)

2.--

1, where

(1).

is the cable slope measured from

the horizontal (Figure 2.2-2). When 4 is small everywhere, a good
approximation of cable weight being distributed uniformly in the
horizontal direction, is obtained. For cable systems which are sub-

ject to more complex loading (combinations of concentrated loads;

discontinuous and non-uniformly distributed loads) deflection rela-

tions cannot in general be directly obtained by existing theory.

The equilibrium of all structures requires that the vector addition of all forces acting on it form a closed polygon. Analysis of

beams, arches, and trusses, either graphic or algebraic, can be
carried out on this basis. The procedure is well documented in books
dealing with structural analysis and mechanics such as Michalos
and Wilson (1965). The polygon principle can be extended to cable

analysis when treated as a system acted upon by concentrated loads.
Approximate solution can be realized by use of the string poly-

gon method, approximating hanging cables by a series of frictionless

pin-connected, rigid but weightless segments. Loads including
cable weight are replaced by equivalent concentrated forces located
at the connecting node points. This results in a configuration which
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is statically determinate and requires no prior assumption as to its
geometric shape.

Existing cable theory can be applied to mooring systems provided the support positions are known and hydrodynamic drag forces

are either non-existent or negligible. The catenary equations would
then be applicable. However in the case of mooring applications, at

least one of the cable supports is partially free to move, makings its
position a function of the systems' loading. In such a case the caten-

ary relations are not applicable. Hydrodynamic forces acting on the
cable cause it to assume a configuration that is no longer a catenary
and in general does not lie in a plane. Consequently the geometric
configuration may be three-dimensional.

This situation is exemplified by the analytical problem con-

fronted in arriving at the static configuration of the two-point moor-

ing system, under a generalized loading, illustrated in Figure 2.4-1,

There are, as yet, no adequate analytical techniques for arriving at
exact solutions to such problems. Although solutions for particular
problems have been developed, no general method of analysis is
available. The fact that hanging cables are subject to large displace-

ments and that the differential equations describing their equilibrium
are non-linear, has excluded the application of methods based on

linear superposition, used in structural mechanics for the analysis
of complex statically indeterminate structures.
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O'Brien and Francis (1964) set forth a numerical method for
the two-dimensional analysis of cables by a process of successive
approximations. This approach treats cable elements between cone

centrated loads as piecewise continuous catenaries, by applying the

basic catenary relations to each segment of the cable between concentrated load points. Later O'Brien (1967) extended this technique

to three-dimensional application and reportedly applied it to the design of deep sea moorings. Apparently motivated by O'Brien, Skop
and O'Hara (1969) formalized the string polygon technique and applied

it to three-dimensional cable arrays.
2.5. Basis of Numerical Solution Procedure
Based on the concepts put forth in the original paper by Skop

and O'Hara, two numerical computer programs were developed to
attain static solution of the two-point mooring and single cable systems.

In order to make clear the principle upon which the numerical

solution procedure is based, it will first be explained by application

to the simpler single cable.

Figure 2.5-1 shows a uniform cable, of known length L, sus-

pended between supports a and b whose position is presumed
known.

In the absence of externally applied loadings, the cable shape

would be described by the catenary relations previously developed.
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Use of these could be made to determine the reactions A and B at
the supports.

Suppose the cable is now subject to a distributed but arbitrary

known loading w(s). Under this influence it deforms from its initial
shape a-b to some other unknown configuration al-b1, shown dotted.
Since w(s) is assumed known, the magnitude of its resultant can be

determined by integrating the load along the cable length. As constituted, there are more unknowns than available independent equa-

tions, rendering the cable statically indeterminate. Though the
magnitude of the resultant of the distributed load is determinable, its
point of application is not, as a deflection relationship for the cable is
unavailable. Since there are only three available equilibrium equa-

tions, other relations are needed to achieve a static solution. Knowledge of the deflected shape of the cable would remove a sufficient

number of unknowns to render the problem statically determinable.

In order to surmount these difficulties, we approximate the

original distributed system by a discrete or lumped parameter one
(Figure 2.54, by dividing the cable into a stipulated number of segments such that the sum of their lengths equals the original cable
length. The distributed load, including the cable weight acting on

each segment, is replaced by an equivalent concentrated node point
load. The unknown quantities are now: the magnitude of the reac-

tions A and B, their directions and the unknown positions of each
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of the node points.

It would appear that this new system has increased the number
of unknown quantities by virtue of each interior node point position

being unknown at the outset. What has been accomplished is the
replacement of an infinite number of unknown cable positions by a

finite number of node points, each of which is accompanied by an
independent set of equilibrium equations. In the discrete case, or

polygon formulation, the support reactions as well as their directions
are unknown.

Suppose for the moment that we free the cable at point b and

select the unknown reaction B equal to its correct value. A can
readily be calculated in terms of B by equating all external forces

acting on the cable in the x and y directions to zero. Alternatively
we could begin at point b and progress from connection to connection
by considering the equilibrium of each individual segment. As the
weight and external loading are applied at the node points, each

cable segment is a two force member. Consequently, the resultant
of all forces external to each segment must be colinear, equal and
opposite. Application of this elementary principle of statics allows

for the calculation of A in terms of B by successive calculation
of internal reactions at all intervening node points.
This forms the basis upon which the numerical solution is
formulated. Since the value of the redundant reaction B is not
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known, a reasonable value is assumed. Then, beginning at point
T2, Fx

0

and

F

=0

b,

are applied, evaluating in succession the

internal cable reactions until point a is reached and A calculated
in terms of the presumed value B. At this stage all internal reactions in terms of B and the external cable loading have been evaluated. Use is now made of the colinear requirement of the segment

reactions to calculate the x, y position of each successive node

point, beginning at point a and progressing to

b.

If point

b

fails

to fall at the specified support location then the assumed value of B

is in error. Then a corrective procedure is instituted by the addi-

tion of force AB to B in the direction from b'

to b

(Figure 2.5-2)

to improve upon the previous value. The procedure is repeated until
convergence is achieved and point

b

falls at the prescribed cable

support location. When this occurs, a unique solution for the static

equilibrium configuration is achieved.
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The method will be mathematically formalized in the subsequent
section.
2. 6. Numerical PrQcedure and Equations for Statically

Analyzing the Two-Point Mooring

The Cartesian coordinate system and notation adopted in this

section will correspond to Figure 2. 6-1. The coordinate origin is
placed at the left anchorage and denoted as the

0

th

node position.

The coordinate system will be oriented relative to the mooring such

that the right anchorage, defined as the mth node position, lies on

or above the x coordinate axis.
Left anchor node position

x(0), y(0), z(0)

Right anchor node position

x(m), y(m), z(m)

Node point locations will be denoted as the .t h position beginning

at the left anchor and numbering consecutively to the right anchor

or m th station. The external force components acting at the

h.t

node point will be denoted as

Fx(i), F y(i), F z(i)

.

The components of the resultant force at the
to be

R (i), R y (i) '

R (i)
z

th

are designated
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The length of the segment immediately preceding the

.t h node will

be denoted as s(i), making the first segment in the cable system
.t h segment is T(i). The position
s(1). The tension force in the

of each of the mooring node points are then denoted by the Cartesian
coordinates
x(i), y(i), z(i)

The components of the resultant force at the .t h node are obtained
by use of the following equations
Rx(i) = Fx(i) +Rx(i + 1)

R (i) = F (i) + R (i + 1)
y

y

(2.6-1)

y

Rz(i) = Fz(i) + Rz(i + 1)
where i = 1, 2,

,

m-1. At the last node point (i=m), the resultant

force components are given by
Rx(i) = R (i)

R (i) = R (i)
y

(2.6-2)

y

Rz(i) = Rz(i)

The tension in the ith segment is determined using
T(i)

2

=

2

[(Rx(i)) + (R (1)) + (Rz(i) )2]1

(2. 6 -3)

Successive node point positions are then calculated by the following
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relations
x(i) = x(i-1) +

Rx(i)s(i)
T(i)

R (i)s(i)
Y(i) = Y(I-1)

Y

T(i)

(2.6-4)

R (i)s(i)
z(i) = z(i-1) +

z

T(i)

Convergence

The two-point mooring in contrast to the cable has three restraining boundary conditions, which the equilibrium configuration

must satisfy. These are the fixed left and right anchor positions,
and the vertical location of the surface buoy which must be consistent

with the displacement characteristics of the buoy, water depth, and

the downward reactions created by the mooring. However, there are

no restrictions placed on the buoy's horizontal or x-z position.
Where either a buoy or other type of floating object has a relatively large displacement, and therefore will undergo only minor
changes, it is possible that the downward displacements (which are
small when compared to the systems dimensions) can be safely

neglected in analyzing the mooring. However, where vertical displacement is significant, this must be accounted for in applying the

closure test at the end of each iteration.
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Convergence of the iterative procedure is achieved by succes-

sive application of corrective forces at the right anchor surface buoy
q44-ior),

Corrcctionc are proportional to error and are applied in

a direction such that the cable configuration moves to satisfy the
restraints imposed on it by the anchor positions and surface buoy.

The closure error at the right anchor position is calculated by
Ern = (xm x(

))2 +(y

2
- y(m)) + (zm - z(m))

2

(2.6 -5)

where xm , y m , z m are the coordinates of the fixed right anchor.
The surface buoy closure error is given by
Eb = ((D - ds) - y(k))2

(2. 6-6)

where k denotes the surface buoy index. Consequently the total
closure error can be defined to be

E = Ern + Eb

(2.6-7)

This equation contains the sum of the squares of the closure error
distances. Corrective anchor reaction forces are obtained by use of
5

(xrn- x(n1))

Ax
5

A

qE °rni- Y(rn))

Y

A

z

=

NE

(z

m

- z(m))

(2. 6-8)
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The corrective force at the buoy position is given by
((D - ds) - y(k))
6

(2. 6 -9)

is a positive value which is initially chosen, then selectively re-

duced so that each successive iteration produces a successively

smaller closure error, until the value of E is less than some preselected value I<

.

An improved set of reaction values is then ob-

tained by adding the corrective values to the previous set of reactions.
Interval halving was selected for the systematic reduction of

6.

The

procedure is flow charted in the next section. At each iteration the

value of the total error E is tested to see whether it is less than
that of the previous iteration. If it is, then a successful iteration
has been performed and the current value of

6

is retained until E

is found to be larger than that of the preceding E. At this point in
the solution, the program neglects the current set of iteration values,
6

is reduced and the solution proceeds from the last stored iteration

set. A new set of values is then calculated, E is again tested and
either retained or further reduced accordingly.

Figure 2.6-2 is presented to illustrate the three dimensional
convergence of the procedure as the configuration progresses

towards its equilibrium position from intentionally selected, poor
initial values of both the reactions and convergence factor

6.

Table

2.6-1 gives the calculated reactions and closure values at selected

iterations.
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Table 2.6 -1.
Iteration

Convergence Example of the Two-Point Mooring To A Static Equilibrium Configuration

Vertical

Left Anchor Reactions

Surface
Buoy

Rx(0)

Reaction

Initial
values

R (0)

Rz(0)

y

10000. 00

-

-

1

9987.94

- 4405.34

-9182. 16

2

10788. 84

- 4950.70

5

12032. 24

- 4884.80

7

Rt. Anchor Reactions
Rz(m)
R (m)

Rx(m)

Eb

8

Em

1500.00

- 5000,00

- 5000.00

63.17

977058, 92

977122. 09

1500.0

- 5578.27

2326. 23

- 5965.57

- 4203.21

35237. 57

88366.35

123603. 92

1500.0

- 8940,09

- 6050.87

2871.58

- 7008.55

- 3730.61

73850. 43

28913. 50

102763. 93

1500.0

- 9767,58

- 5752.36

2805.68

- 7424.46

- 4029.12

24882. 80

5744.85

30627. 55

750.0

13312. 45

- 5066.49 - 10320.57

- 5717.50

2987.37

- 8151,68

- 4063.98

11626. 23

2110.26

13736. 50

750.0

11

14539. 96

-5177.43 - 10975.11

- 5560.91

3098.32

-8724. 65

- 4220,57

1750.95

3481.26

5232. 21

375.0

15

15062. 54

- 5298.46 - 11140.91

- 5611.32

3219.34

-9081.43

- 4170.15

1291.56

286.96

1578.52

187.5

22

15739. 57

- 5408.23 - 11437.64

-5590.49

3329.11

-9461, 74

- 4190.98

205.89

69.38

275.27

93,75

30

15956. 53

-5435. 27 - 11547.92

-5566, 28

3356. 15

-9568.41

-4215. 20

24.74

5.08

29.83

23.44

40

16073. 93

-5451. 58 - 11605.08

- 5555.76

3372.46

- 9628.65

- 4225.72

0.16

4.55

4.72

11.72

44

16082. 17

- 5455.13

- 11604.85

- 5559.81

3376.01

9637.11

- 4221.67

0.69

0.27

0.97

5.86

Run Information:
Surface Loading = 10, 000 lbs

8 = 78. Oo, JG = 1.0

D = 1800, 0 ft., xm = 1840.0 ft., Bs = 14, 000 lbs La = 1770.0 ft

L = 600, 0 ft., d = 32.0 ft.
c

No. of nodes = 40
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2.7. Com uter Pro ram for Static Mooring Response
A flow chPrt showing the calculation procedure employed,

based upon the equations presented in Section 2. 6 is presented in

Figure 2.7-1. The subroutines called from the main program will
be briefly discussed with reference to their purpose and usage.
Subroutine DEADLD

This subroutine, furnished with the weight and length of the

mooring cables, spring buoy buoyancy and the stipulated number of
node points in each cable, breaks down the distributed loading into

an equivalent discrete system of vertical forces. Interior node
forces account for the weight of a full segment, where those at the
anchor ends equal 1.5 that of an interior node to account for the total
cable weight.
Subroutine DISPLACE

Subroutine DISPLACE provides for vertical displacement of

the buoy or other object located at the surface termination point of
the mooring. This routine is written for a specific object geometry,

such that vertical mooring reactions on it can be correlated with consequential changes in its displacement. The subroutine is fitted into

the basic iteration procedure for calculating the equilibrium position
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START

CALL DATE, TIME

iTRIAL = 0

Read in physical parameters
of problem, external loa

ing, velocity field, initial reaction values,
6, and allowable
closure value X.

Compute C A and test
feasibility of input problem
Print heading and input values

CALL Subprogram
CHANGE

No

Error

Print out

Message

Results
Yes

Yes

CALL Subprogram DEADLD
No

E < allowable
Error

ITRIAL = ITRIAL + 1

Calculate surface loads:
RAD =9 /57. 295779
F (k)=F (k)+FSBUOY * Cos(RAD
x
x
Fz(k) =Fz(k )+ FSBUOY * Sin(RAD)

Calculate node point coordinates:

x(i), y(i), z(i) for i =1 to m
No
CALL Subprogram DISPLACE

Print: Error
message and i

CALL Subprogram HYDROLD

Figure 2. 7 -1. Flow Chart of Program
STATIC RESPONSE

Yes

T(i) =0
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Yes

XS = x(m )

REDUCE

5=5*

Ax= 5
ES

YS =y(m)
(x

rn

RXMOLD = R(m)
RYMOLD = R (m )

6
=(y
y

YS)

ES

5
ES

x

RZMOLD = R7(m)

FYOLD = F(k)

(zm -ZS)

ES = SORT(E)

Ab= ES (D
R(m )

ZS = z(m )
YB = y(k)

.-XS)

ds)

RXMOLD + A

x

[x
ES m -x(m)]

L

y=

ESCym

x

R (m ) = RYMOLD + A

5
5

R(m) = RZMOLD +

F (k)

6

A=

Az = ES[zm

FYOLD +A

b

Y(In)]

- z(rn )]

ES

C

EOLD = E

Ax
R(m)=R(m)+
x
x
A

R (rn)=R (m)+A
R (in )

Write Message
"Kount >Maxit"

R(m ) +A
z

F (k) = F (k)

z

b

No

Kount = Kount + 1

B

Figure 2. 7-1.

(continued)
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with the additional constraint that vertical displacement be compatible

with the vertical reaction on the object.
Subroutine HYDROLD

This subroutine calculates the hydrodynamic drag on all cable

elements produced by subsurface currents. The program is written
to account for any number of horizontal velocity fields of arbitrary
magnitude, depth and direction. Hydrodynamic forces are evaluated

by means of the drag equation applied to a cylindrical cable element.
More complex loading functions are possible and can be easily incor-

porated in the program if desired. Required inputs to the subprograms are the velocity field specification, the physical and hydrodynamic properties of each of the component cables of the mooring.
Subsurface drag on the spring buoys is accounted for through use of
subprogram CHANGE.

The projected length of each of the cable elements, perpendicu-

lar to the velocity field

v,

is obtained by
1

sP(i)

which, when expanded gives

(s 2(i)

(s(i)

v

2

( 2. 7-1)
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2

sP(i) = [ (s(i) + s(i)
x

2

+ s(i)

s(i)

2
)

-

(

+s(i) zv z) 212,1
x

xv

Y

1--v-

(2.7-2)

I

As shown in Figure 2.7-- 2 sP(i) is the component length of s(i) per-

pendicular to the velocity field

+z

s (i)

St(i)

\

Figure 2. 7-2. Cable Element Oriented in a Velocity Field

The total hydrodynamic force Fd(i) acting on the

.t h

cable element

is calculated by means of
Fd(i) = a p Cdd sP(i) lv lv
where

p

(2. 7 -3)

= mass density of the fluid

Cd = drag coefficient
d

=

cable diameter

Fd(i) is reduced to component form by means of
Fdx(i)

=

Fd(i) cos LIJ

(2. 7 -4)

Fdz(i) = Fd(i) sin LIJ
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The total component force is then subdivided and distributed equally
to each adjacent node.
Subroutine CHANGE

This subroutine allows for multiple calculation of several successive mooring configurations with different loadings. It also pro-

vides the means for changing one or more parameters of the problem.
This provides for improved economical solutions. For example,

in successively changing the external forces applied to the system,

the previous reaction values etc. are retained and used as initial
guesses to the next problem. The program also provides the capa

bility for changing the structural or hydrodynamic characteristics
of given elements of a mooring after the application of subroutine

DEADLD. This provides the means for altering the basic system to
a more intricate or totally new one.
2.8. Evaluation of the Numerical Method

Although Skop and O'Hara indicated that increased accuracy

would be achieved with the usage of a larger number of cable seg-

ments, no indication as to the accuracy of the method was presented.
The question of errors of unknown extent, due to the inexact treatment of the cable weight, was raised by O'Brien but left unanswered
relative to the string polygon formulation analysis procedure
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proposed by Michalos and Birnstiel (1962).

In order to ascertain the accuracy to be expected from a discrete parameter formulation and to provide guidance in selecting

the number of cable segments necessary, two criteria were set up.
Program CABLE was developed for statically analyzing a

single cable, utilizing the same numerical method adopted for the
two-point mooring analysis. Solutions were obtained and compared
to those of the continuum case provided by program CATENARY.

Three cable geometries of equal length and weight but differing in
support positions were investigated.
x

Case
I

II

III

t
L

.80
.60
.40

x

t

0

O. 832

2. 180

Solutions to each of the three cases were obtained with a varying number of cable segments. In each case K was taken as 0.01.

Comparison of the relative tension for each of the three cases as a
function of the number of segments is shown in Figure 2.8-1. In

order to give added quantitative interpretation to these results, the

same data is presented in Figure 2.8-2 plotted as percent deviation
from the exact solution. It is of interest that in Case II the tension

values at the lower or left reaction are nearly exact for as few as
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three segments, whereas in Case III the tension values at the left
reaction are the most divergent of the cases considered. The right
reaction values of Case III also exhibit this same behavior but to a

lesser degree.
In order to view the combined effect that the number of seg-

ments in a connected array of cables has,a two-point mooring configuration (Table 2. 9- 1) was varied using an equal number of seg

ments in each of the component cables, and then compared to itself.

A quasi-exact solution might be considered as that case where varia-

tion in the results is non-discernible. A minimum number of 12
segments to a maximum of 400 were used. The effect of this varia-

tion on the cable tension at selected points and on the moorings'

reactions is shown in Figure 2.8-.3.
2. 9.

Parameter Investigation
Inasmuch as infinite possibilities exist for component combina-

tions and hence mooring configurations, a systematic method of

describing a particular system is desirable. In discussing the mooring, the following will be adopted: all configurations will be refer-

enced to their static equilibrium position in the absence of externally
applied loads. To provide descriptive aid, the following dimension-

less parameters are introduced and illustrated in Figure 2.9-1.
The aspect ratio is defined by
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A=

D - ds
xm

(2.9-1)

The ratio of the anchor line length to that of the buoy connecting cable
will be defined as
La
L

(2.9-2)

L

The compliancy number, which is a quantifier of the yielding capacity
of the mooring has a minimum value of 1, and is defined by

La +L c

C

x

(D-d

(2.9-3)
2

+ (-12)
2

)

The spread ratio defined as the horizontal distance between spring
buoy positions divided by the anchor span, is
2x
=

t

(2. 9 -4)

In order to isolate and determine the relative effect that the
basic components of the two-point mooring play in its static behavior,

a parameter study based on the independent variation of selected

components was undertaken. Use of the numerical computer pro-

gram was made to perform the necessary calculations.
Due to the infinite combination of components it was impractical

to investigate a very wide range of possible configurations. Consequently a standard reference configuration similar to the deployed
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A = 0.650
C = 1.524
L = I .083

S = 0.399
pa = 1.533
IL

=

1.116

=

9:80

S = 0.145

ALL

CONFIGURATIONS
PLOTTED UNDISTORTED

X = 0 .120
itE =
I .058

=2.579
S = 0.261

Figure 2.9

I

COMPARISON OF
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MOORING

DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETERS
GEOMETRY
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prototype system was adopted and a parametric study based on variation about this configuration was conducted. The reference configu-

ration is given in Table 2.9-1. The parameters selected for variation were: the spring buoy buoyancy, depth of water accompanied
by a proportional change in anchor line length, location of the connecting chain position on the surface buoy, anchor span, and weight
of the buoy connecting chain and anchor lines. Figures 2. 9 -2 through

2. 9-13 show the effect that variation of each of these parameters

has on the mooring reactions and on cable tensions at selected points,
as well as accompanying geometry changes of the mooring. All

figures were developed using a total of 60 node points, 10 in each of

the buoy connecting cables and 20 in the anchor lines. An error of

closure was taken to be less than or equal to 0.10. It was felt that
this combination represented a good compromise between necessary
accuracy and computer time expenditure. Adaption of these requirements was based on the evaluation presented in Section 2.8. It is

noteworthy that each of the parameters exhibits a near linear effect
over at least some portion of the selected range of variations. Figure 2. 9-9 shows that increasing the anchor span and consequently
decreasing the compliancy number of the system has the effect of
increasing all of the internal and external reactions of the system.
A mooring design for a particular site and condition would entail
establishing the proper combination of components to optimize the
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system in terms of the applicable gauging criteria.
Table 2. 9-1. Reference Configuration Used in the Parameter Study
of the Two-point Mooring
Dimensions

Dimensionless Parameters

= 1800. 00 ft.

A = 0.961

xm = 1840. 00 ft.

1.189

D

Bs = 14000 lbs. (net)

L = 2.950

La = 1.13 lbs /ft. (submerged wt. )

5

= 0.479

Lc = 15.70 lbs /ft. (submerged wt.)
ds = 32. 0 ft.

2.10. Multi-Directional Loading Effects

The two-point reference mooring was analyzed with respect
to surface loads of differing magnitude and direction.

The effect of

directional loading on the anchor reactions is illustrated by Figure
2. 10-1.

Geometric changes produced by each of three different surface

loadings are shown in Figures 2.10-2 through 2.10-5, demonstrating
the highly compliant nature of the system.
Important to design is a knowledge of the systems maximum

horizontal displacement at the surface as well as the internal reaction distribution. Spring buoys must be designed to withstand
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pressures due to changes in depth that they will be subject to.
To demonstrate the effect of hydrodynamic forces on the moor-

ing, an example is considered. A uniform 1 knot velocity field extending throughout the full depth of water is selected and evaluated

with respect to its influence on the reference mooring coupled to the
TOTEM and spring buoys shown in. Figure 1. 2-1. Hydrodynamic drag

coefficients were derived from Reynolds Number criteria. The coef-

ficients were derived from Reynolds Number criteria. The coefficient

used for the buoys was 0.5. This results in a force of 925.0 lbs. at
the surface buoy position and a force of 98.5 lbs. at each of the subsurface spring buoy locations. The effective diameters of the anchor
line and buoy connecting cables were taken to be 7/8 inch and 1. 25

inches, respectively. Cable coefficients used were evaulated as 1.6.
The mooring in its initial and displaced position is shown in Figure
2.10-6. The lighter anchor lines exhibit the most pronounced curva-

ture which can most easily be seen in the plan view of the mooring.
Reaction changes instituted by the velocity field are observable in
the following table.

Zero Velocity
Field

1 Knot Velocity

Surface Buoy
(Vertical)

10552.70 lbs.

10801.16 lbs.

Left Anchor

8244.35 lbs.

9178.88 lbs.

Right Anchor

8244. 35 lbs.

7762.83 lbs.

Reactions

Field 4; , 30°
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3.

DYNAMICAL BEHAVIOR OF CABLE SYSTEMS

3.1 Consideration of Wave Behavior

For structural systems located in the ocean, it is of paramount
importance that consideration be given to the effect that waves will

have on the structure. Water waves constitute the primary source

from which energy may be transferred to a structure, and it is this
energy which can ultimately lead to detrimental behavior or failure.
The precise mechanism by which energy is conveyed from the

lower atmosphere to the ocean through the formation of waves, is not
known. Wave generation is generally considered to be dependent upon

pressure variation and to a lesser extent on tangential shear stress
at the interface.
Two of the currently favored mathematical models proposing to

explain the formation mechanism are the Resonance Theory put.forth
by Phillips (1966) and the Shear-Flow Model of Miles (1962). Phillips'

theory is based on interaction of turbulent atmospheric pressure
fluctuations with wave components of like frequencies, while that of

Miles attributes wave growth primarily to pressure associated with
the vertical velocity distribution acting over the wave profile.

Irrespective of the formation mechanism, an actual sea is a
continuously changing surface composed of waves of innumerable

amplitudes and frequencies. Such conditions do not lend themselves
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to simplistic description or analysis. Consequently, in dealing with
ocean waves statistical properties must be utilized and the entire frequency band in which waves can be expected to occur considered in

evaluating their importance to the particular structure under consideration. Illustrated in Figure 3.1-1 is a schematic representation of
the frequency distribution and assumed power spectrum given by
Kinsman (1965) for waves naturally occurring in the ocean.

Water waves are normally classified on the basis of mathematical theory from which they are derived, or upon physical wave charac-

teristics. Using the second means of classification, waves are
commonly defined as being:
shallow waves

D
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<

w
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deep water waves
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<
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= wave length

Mathematical wave theory based on classical hydrodynamic
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either of these areas is outside the scope or intent of this section. A
comprehensive development of these theories can be found in Kinsman
(1965), Ippen (1966), or Wiegel (1964). The most frequently utilized

wave theory for engineering applications is that of small amplitude.

Its development is based on the existence of the velocity potential

(1),

dependent on satisfying the Laplace equation
=

(3. 1 -1)

0

subject to the following boundary conditions. (See Figure 3.1-2. )

a

y

=

at

where

1
T1

0

=

(atp.± )

Y =11

y

-D

= free surface coordinate
g = gravitational constant

n

The first expresses the required velocity condition at an impermeable
bottom. The second condition is based on the pressure p = 0 at the

free surface and is derived from the Bernoulli equation under the

linearizing assumption of neglecting second order terms. A potential
function satisfying both Eq. (3. 1 -1) and the boundary conditions is
gA cosh k(y 4- D) sin (kx
cosh kD
Cr

where

k=

X

T

(wave number)
(wave frequency)

o- t)

(3. 1 -2)
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A = wave amplitude
T

= wave period

The free surface is described by
= A sin (kx

(3. 1-3)

The horizontal and vertical water particle velocities vx and v y are
then
Nrx

ax

gAk cosh k(y+D)
cr cosh kD cos (kx-crt)

(3.1-4)
y

Lt.
8y

gAk sinh k(y+D) sin (kx-O" t)
cosh kD
cr.

Pressure variation with depth under the wave to first order approximation is derivable from Eq. (3. 1 -2) and can be shown to be
cosh k(y+D) cos (kx - cr. t) - p gy
cosh kD

(3. 1-5)

Under deep water conditions the hyperbolic terms in Eq. (3.1-4) reduce to the same exponential relationship. Thus vx = v y and the

water particles' orbits are circular, decaying with depth.
3. 2. Wave-Structure Interaction with Cable Elements

Although the behavior of cables subject to steady flow conditions

has received intensive investigation, basic studies aimed solely at
evaluating the quantitative behavior of flexible cables in response to
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incident waves appear to be lacking. Theoretical and experimental

studies have, however, been conducted on rigid geometric shapes
particularly with a view to developing understanding applicable to the

design of such offshore structures as pilings, drilling platforms and

breakwaters. Research on vertical cylinders which seems pertinent
to the study of cable behavior has been conducted by a number of
investigators, including Reid (1957), Borgman (1965), and Nath and
Harlemann (1967).

Because of the inability to describe the time varying pressure and

shear stress distribution, forces have been treated as a sum of drag
and inertia terms using a wave theory for determination of the kinematic flow field by equations such as given in Section 3.1. Force rela-

tions are then correlated to measured hydrodynamic forces by means
of experimental coefficients. Using this approach, it would seem pos-

sible to formulate time dependent forcing functions for cables in
response to waves. The formulation would be complicated by the neces-

sity of accounting for local cable orientation as well as relative cable
velocity.

3.3. Hydrodynamic Cable Dam in

Since hydrodynamic drag forces are non-linear functions of

velocity, the differential equations incorporating such forces become
mathematically intractable. In order to arrive at solutions, it is
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possible to develop equations based on the use of an "equivalent"
linear damping formulation. This approach was used by Goeller (1969)

in considering the dynamic behavior of large masses suspended at the

end of vertical cables. "Equivalent, " as documented in Thomson
(1965) is based on the equalization of the energy expended through

viscous dissipation over a full cycle of motion for both the linear and

non-linear cases.
For harmonic motion, both the displacement and forcing function

can be expressed as
q = X sin. (co t

(3-3-1)

(3)

and

F = FO sin wt
where

q

(3. 3- 2)

= displacement

ci = frequency
13 = phase lag

x = maximum displacement from equilibrium
FO

force at t = 0

The work done by the force F over a period of motion can then be

expressed as

W = J F at dt =F
co
X
At resonance conditions,

5

'T

co

becomes X = F 0 /2 k where

sin.cot cos (cot - (3)dt

con

=

r,

s

13

=

(3.3-3)

90° and the displacement

is the damping ratio as normally
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defined and k = equivalent spring constant of the system. Substitu-

tion of these conditions and then integrating gives

W=

Tr cu.) X

2

(3. 3-4)

n

The velocity squared damping force would be expressible as

Fd =

A2

Using this expression and carrying out the integration starting at the
extreme negative displacement position, causes the time displacement
to be defined as
q = -X cos (....)t

On substitution into Eq. (3. 3-3) we obtain
W=2

S

X

2

Aq dq

23

Tr

-2Aco X

sin

3
co

t d (at) =

0

X

8
3

2X3
Aco X

(3. 3-5)

Energy expenditure described by the equivalent damping coefficient

ceq is then given by
2

eq

XW=Trc

(3. 3-6)

The coefficient can then be expressed as
ceq

8A

u.)

3Tr

(3.3-7)

If the damping model is based on the hydrodynamic drag equation

(Eq. (2. 7-3)), the linear damping coefficient for the cable is
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expressible as
c

eq

=

4 p d Cd s(i)(,) X

(3.3-8)

3.4. Structural Idealization and Coordinates

In order to achieve the capability for analyzing complex engineer-

ing structures, idealization of the structure to some degree is nor®
mally necessary.

Assumptions such as linear force deflection relationships for

the structure, are commonly made. Few structures or materials
present a linear deformation relationship over large ranges. How-

ever, if deformation or deflection is restricted to an appropriately
limited region then a linear relationship can validly be assumed.

Often the neglect of certain properties of the strucure becomes

a necessary requirement in order to achieve analytical solution. In

most engineering structures there are behavioral features which
dominate over others. Consequently the neglect of some can be justi-

fied if it leads to small error.
Dynamical consideration of structures with continuously distri-

buted properties very often results in a problem which cannot be
solved with available methods and mathematical techniques. Resort

to idealization of the structure becomes necessary. Continuously
distributed mass may be considered to be concentrated at selected
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points. The judicious selection or lumping of such systems will re-

sult in solutions which are sufficiently representative of actual behavior

of the structure to be useful.
Coordinates used in describing a structure can be thought of as

being either discrete or distributed. The first are associated with
systems for which displacements are required for a finite number of
points only. Distributed coordinates are utilized for continuous struc-

tures where displacement of all points is of interest. Generalized
refers to the system of coordinates which are independent or unconstrained. If constraints arising out of the physical system exist

between coordinates, then the system is termed constrained. The
number of degrees of freedom which a structure has is equivalent to

the number of generalized coordinates required to describe it.
The approach taken for analyzing the dynamic behavior of both

cables and moorings is based on a discrete parameter formulation as given in Chapter 2, sections 2.5 and 2. 6.

A nonelastic system with m masses will have m-1 degrees of
freedom. If two coordinates are utilized to describe the coplanar

position of each of the mass points then there are m+1 number of
redundant coordinates. Consequently, analysis based on an eigenvalue

formulation incorporating all coordinates, will contain more solutions
than are compatible with the nonelastic assumption. If, however, the

elastic behavior of the cable is incorporated, then the coordinates are
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no longer redundant but essential to describing the state of the system.

A nonelastic assumption results in an x-y coordinate system which
is constrained. The constraint imposed on the motion of any mass m

is expressed by
cos ct.

sin (I)

sin (1)

cowl)

(3.4-1)

where

(I)

is the cable segment slope and

[

,

{}

are used to denote

matrices and vectors respectively.
3.5

.

Influence Coefficients

All structures bear a definitive deflection to force relationship.
Coefficients which describe this relationship for a structure can be
either of the flexibility or stiffness type. The force deflection relationship in terms of stiffness coefficients can be expressed by the
following matrix equation,
{Q}

where

{Q}

=

(3. 5- 1)

[k] {q}

= a column vector composed of generalized forces in

each of the n coordinate directions
[ k]

= n by n matrix of stiffness coefficients k..

{ q}

= generalized displacement vector

1.3

Expressed in terms of the flexibility formulation, the matrix
equation defining the deflection force relation is given by

90

{q}

[a]

{ Q}

(3. 5- 2)

Comwhere [a] is an n by n matrix of flexibility coefficients a...
l.)

parison of Eq. (3.5-1) with Eq. (3.5-2) shows the following inverse
relationship to exist between the flexibility and stiffness matrices.

[a] = [k]-1

(3.5-3)

Consequently, the product of the stiffness and flexibility matrix is the

identity matrix [I]

Influence coefficients, either stiffness or flexi-

bility, are a function of the force displacement properties of the
structure and the selected coordinate system.
3. 6.

Equations of Motion for a Discrete Parameter Cable
Since flexibility coefficients relate displacement of a point to

an' applied unit force, equations describing the displacement of a

discrete cable structure, in terms of the total force Q. acting at
each of the ith node positions, can be written as

ql
q

2

qn

a11Q1

a12Q2 +

=a 21 Q 1 +a 22 Q 2

aln-lQn-1 +alnQn

+ +a 2n-1

an1Q1 + an2Q2 +

Q

n-1

+ ann- 1Qn- 1

+a Qn

(3.6.-1)

+ annQn

If Q. is the sum of inertia and damping forces acting at a node, then
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the above equations become the dynamic equations of motion for the

system. Thus,
Q

1

=

-

-.

1

13

1.

(3.6-2)

j

where c..
is a damping coefficient associated with the ith and jth
iJ

coordinate and velocity, respectively. A typical equation would then

be written as

qi = -ail (miq + c iqi + cizqz +

+... -a. (mn 4 n

+c

n1

) - aj2(m24
+c

4
1

n2

4

2

2141+c 2242+ )

+... )

A more concise representation can be obtained by writing the dynamic

equations in matrix form, where [c] is a matrix of damping coefficients c... Thus Eq. (3.6 -1) becomes
iJ

{q}

= - [a] [m] {4} - [a] [c]

{q}

(3. 6- 3)

Alternately this equation can be expressed in a more familiar form

in terms of the stiffness matrix as
[m]

+ [c] {q} + [k] {q} = {0}

(3.6 -4)

3.7. Normal Coordinate, Linearly Damped Equations of Motion

The equations of motion for a discrete parameter system subject to forced motion can be written as
[m] {q} + [c]
Here {f(t)}

+ [k] {q} = {f(t)}

(3.7 -1)

is a vector of external forcing functions acting at each

node point. Eq. (3.7-1) represents a system of linear, second order,

coupled differential equations. Such equations may be uncoupled by

means of classical normal mode methods (Hurty and Rubinstein, 1964)
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provided the damping matrix is proportional to either the mass or

stiffness matrix. In general, this cannot be expected in mooring and
cable behavior applications.

Foss (1958) presented a paper describing a method enabling the
uncoupling of the equations of motion of dynamic systems with non-

proportional damping, in terms of a complex normal coordinate system. Consequently, the ensuing analytical problem is greatly simpli-

fied requiring solution of a set of independent differential equations

rather than a set of simultaneous differential equations.
Reduction of Eq. (3. 7-1) to a set of first order differential equtions is accomplished by introducing the following identity relation
(3. 7-2)

{4} - {v} = {0}

Both velocities v and displacements q are considered as state variables. If Eq. (3. 7-1) is rewritten in terms of the substitution implied

by Eq. (3. 7 -2) two sets of simultaneous first order equations result,
which may be expressed by a single matrix equation as

[P]

+ [R] {Z}

(3. 7 -3)

{F(t)}

where

[0] [m]
EP

=

[m] [c]

[R ]

.[m]

[0]

[0]

[k]..
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{z }

V

{F(t)}

q

If the component matrices [m]
symmetric, then

[P]

,

[c]

,

=

f(t)}

and [ k] are both real and

and [R ] are also. The solution of the homoge-

neous equation related to Eq. (3. 7-3) is of the form
{z}

where a and

{.t.}

=

(3. 7-4)

{.T.} eat

are either real or complex quantities to be deter-

mined. Successive differentiation of Eq. (3. 7-4) gives
{.I.}eat

=

a2{.T.} eat

Substitution of the above relations into the homogeneous form of Eq.
(3. 7-3) yields

[cr[P]+[R]1{0

(3.7 -5)

{0}

which is recognized to be in the form of an eigenvalue problem. This

equation can be rearranged into a single matrix equation of the form
adopted for numerical calculation of eigenvalues
responding eigenvectors

(I)

.

X.

and their con.,

Thus,
(3. 7-6)

where

a=

and [U]

-[a] [m] -[a]

[c]_.
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Solution of Eq. (3. 7-6) is achieved with the use of a digital computer
yielding 2n eigenvalues and their corresponding eigenvectors. Eigen-

values will either be real or imaginary in which case they will occur
in complex conjugate pairs. The form of the eigenvector is
=

(3. 7-7)

ce1)}

A linear transformation [T] is sought which will enable the

transformation of the first order differential equations from the Z
coordinate system to an orthogonal coordinate system

.

The trans-

formation will be of the form
{Z}

[T] {

(3. 7-8)

}

To do this, a means for diagonalizing the component matrices of Eq.
(3. 7 -3) is required. Substitution of the solution for the nth and mth

modes of the homogeneous form of Eq. (3. 7.3) gives
[R] {.I.} (m) = {0}

am[P] {.1.}

an [11

(n)

[R] {.1.} (n) = { 0 }

(3. 7 -9)

(3.7°10)

If the first of the above equations is premultiplied by the transpose of
(n)

and the second by the transpose of

{.I.} (m),

the following two

equations are obtained
arm W(11)[P]

and

(m)

Lqn) [R] {Om)

={0}

(3.7-11)

W(m)

anW(m) [P]

Since [P] and

[It.]

[R]

4}(n) = {0}

are symmetrical matrices, the order of multipli-

cation can be interchanged (Gere and Weaver, 1965). When Eq. (3. 7-

12) is subtracted from Eq. (3. 7 -11), the result is
= {0 }

(am an)W (n) [P]

(3. 7-13)

When m n, the following relationships must exist in order to satisfy
Eq. (3. 7-13).
LJ(n) [P]

r

(m)

0

W(n) [R] {dm) = 0
Consequently a modal column and its transpose can be utilized to

uncouple the equations represented by Eq. (3.7-1) into an orthogonal
coordinate system. The transformation [rn is then the modal matrix
The transformed equations can be obtained by substitution, reducing Eq. (3. 7 -3) to
LM [P] 4i}

LM[R] 4i}

i = L%_1 {F(t)}

Substitution of

aPiJ [P] 4i}

Llii[R] 4i}

{o}

into the above equation, gives
[Pi {4 } (ii

i) = {1.0{F(t)}

(3. 7-14)
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The form of the equation can be further simplified by introducing the

complex coefficient Ci and the generalized forcing function Gilt)
where
(3. 7 -15)

ci r L.1.11[Pi{.1.i}

and

Gilt)

(3.7-16)

{F(t)}

A typical first order, uncoupled differential equation is then
Gilt)
i

(3. 7 -17)

C.

As complex eigenvalues occur in conjugate pairs, Eq. (3.7-17) corwill have an accompanying equation corresponding

responding to
Ong

to
1.

}

,

which is
Gilt)
i i

The

3.8

(3.7-18)

C.

is used to denote complex conjugate values.
Solution of the Normal Coordinate, Uncoupled Equations

A general solution of Eq. (3.7-17) or Eq. (3. 7 -18) will be cornprised of the sum of the complementary solution

lar solution

.

plus the particu-

The complementary solution may immediately be

written as
a. t
H.

(3.8-1)
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where

of

= initial displacement at t = 0.

The particular solution can be obtained by means of the application of
the Laplace transform technique and utilization of the convolution integral (Hurty and Rubinstein, 1964) and is found to be

ei(t)

t a (t-T)
Gi(T)dT

ait
fLoe

+Z7,

(3.8-2)

e

The transformation from the complex normal coordinate system
to the physical coordinate system is defined by Eq. (3. 7 -8), with [11
equal to the modal matrix

Both the velocity and displacement

coordinates must be real. This can be satisfied by adding the transformed coordinate to its complex conjugate.

Since we are only interested in the displacements q, the transformation can be written in terms of the lower half of the eigenvector,
and is
{q }

where

The general solution then is

(i)

+

(3.8-3)
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.1°

aot

{l)i} (i)

tq}

4i}
C.

cr. t

ai(t-T)

Coie

4i} (i)-'

(ci)i} (i)*

ai(t-T)

+

Gi(T)dT

G T.( )dT +
1

(3. 8-4)

Jo

A more convenient computational form can be obtained by substituting
the following
le
of

01

Ci

e

iCil e

=

o

IOW
c

ie

Gi(T) = 1Gi(T)1 e
act

+

(

(i)
g

t

=e

-p.i(t-T) twi(t-T)

cei(t-T)

=e

")

=

e iej}

Making the substitution, collecting phase angles and utilizing Eulers'
equations
e

ie

cose + i sine

e-ie = cose

(3. 8-5)

i sine

gives the following real equation, expressing displacements of each

of the coordinates as a function of time, in response to the arbitrary
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generalized forcing functions.
{q} e 21

oil e-fIttcpii(i) cos(wit + 00 + 0.(i) }

ot

2

I Cl

g

3. 9.

- 0 c(i)

I Gi(11 {14)il(i)cos(coi(t-T)

e

+ O.}

do

T

+

(3. 8 -6)

Determination of Flexibility Influence Coefficients
Explicit formulation and solution of the dynamic equations of

motion previously discussed necessitates the determination of the influ-

ence coefficient matrix for a structure. In the case of cable systems,
determination of such c efficients requires the ability to statically

analyze the structure under the action of all static forces, plus an
influence loading. A continuum treatment will be subject to the same
inherent difficulties previously considered in conjunction with static
behavior.

In this section, a means for numerically evaluating the influence
coefficient matrix for both single and multiple cable systems using a

discrete parameter representation, will be given. This then permits
the calculation of damped and undamped frequencies, modes of vibra-

tion, and determination of the time dependent response of the system
to forced motion in accordance with the theory outlined in Sections

3.5 - 3.8.
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In Chapter 2, the numerical procedure for calculating equilibrium
configurations of both cables and two-point mooring systems were

presented. As demonstrated equilibrium configurations can be calculated, accounting for the effects of surface loads, dead weight, and
hydrodynamic forces. The flexibility matrix can be established by

the systematic application of a unit influence force U to the structure
at the node point positions, in each of the coordinate directions. The
displaced configuration of the fully loaded structure, for each of the
influence loadings, is then calculated. Each of the node point displacements are evaluated making it possible to establish the components
of the flexibility matrix [a]. In order to be able to utilize an influence

force other than

1

the flexibility matrix is premultiplied by the re-

ciprocal of U.
Coordinate System

Since hydrodynamic forces acting on a cable element are most

easily treated as component forces, directed perpendicular and tangent to the axis of the cable it was desirable to formulate Eq. (3.7-1)
in a coordinate system which would conveniently reflect this. Conse-

quently the coordinate system shown in Figure 3.9-1 was adopted.
The only distinguishing features between the single cable and two-point

mooring coordinate systems used, are that the latter adopts a coordinate orientation at the surface and spring buoy positions aligned with
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the principle axes of the buoys, and that the positive y direction

in the base coordinate system is opposite in direction. The local
orientation of the coordinate system at the

.t h node is specified by

a

the angle
yi

yi-1

= Tan -1 ( x. - x.
1+1
Yi+1

1

Utilization of the numerical static programs necessitated retention of the orthogonal base coordinate system to locate nodal positions.

Application of a tangential influence force is accomplished in the x-y
coordinate system by applying the pair of components
ut = U
x

y

(3.9-2a)
tat

= U sin y

Similarly application of a normal influence force is accomplished by

applying the pair of x-y components
n

x

=

siny
(3. 9-2b)

u

n

=

U cos y
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After each application of the influence force, geometric changes

Ax. and Ay. are calculated. Node displacement components of the
influence coefficient matrix Ap,. and Av. are then calculated by
means of either of the following equations:
Cable

- sin y

cos Ni

X.

(3. 9 -3a)

cos yi

sin yi

sin yi

-cos Ni

A yi

Two-point Mooring

(3. 9-3b)
A v,

cos yi

sin yi

This geometric relationship is illustrated in Figure 3. 9 -lc).

3.10. Com uter Program for Evaluating the Dynamic
Response of Cable Systems

The computer operations and calculations necessary to implement the theory previously discussed is illustrated by means of a flow
chart shown in Figure 3.10-1. The program, as written, is completely general and can accommodate the dynamic analysis of any
system which is describable by Eq. (3. 8 -1). Application to cable

systems is distinguished only by the means in which the flexibility
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matrix is determined. Subroutine usage will be briefly discussed.
Subroutine FORM

This subroutine performs the function of calculating the [U]

matrix and [P] matrix in accordance with Eq. (3. 7 -3) and Eq. (3. 76).

The subroutine reads in the mass matrix, the damping matrix

and the pre-calculated flexibility matrix. It then generates the iden-

tity matrix and null matrix, forms the [U] and [P] matrix, and returns these to the main program.
Subroutine LOC, ARRAY

Two versions of LOC are utilized to minimize storage requirements by providing for vector storage of all doubly subscripted matrix
elements (see System /360, Scientific Subroutine Package, 1968).
One version is a modification of the original IBM subprogram to accommodate complex quantities with a CDC computer system. ARRAY

provides the inverse capability.
Subroutines MATIN, MXOUT

These subroutines provide input-output handling capability for

matrices and vectors.
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LUN 61 = Line Printer

Equip

LUN 13, 21 = Magnetic Tape File

ead in physical parameter
of problem as in program
STATIC RESPONSE +U

[

LOOP r= LOOPSUB = 0

Go to program STATIC RESPONSE, execute all subprograms andl

Add influence
calculate equilibrium configuration for the prescribed external
Iloading conditions. Calculate Fy(k) only if LOOP = 0, other--,--force components
to existing
wise retain Fy(k) as an external load and bypass surface buoy
external loading
Iconstraint calculations.

Yes

Print out configuration, input parameters
and store all node point coordinates
Calculate

Yes

LOOPSUB=1

for all node points

Remove influence forces 4 and ut,
and then calculate uX and uy

LOOP = LOOP + 1

Calculate ux and ut at node point.
LOOPSUB = 0

LOOP >rn 1

Yes

Divide [a]by

No

CALL Subprogram MXOUT

Write out [a] on LUN 61
CALL Subprogram ARRAY

to effect storage mode change
CALL Subprogram MXOUT

Write out matrix order and matrix
[a ] on LUN 21

Figure 3.10-1. Flow Chart of Program
DYNAMIC RESPONSE

(

STOP
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Append mass matrix [m] and damping matrix [c]
to [al, Out to LUN 13
START

START

CALL Subprogram MATIN

Read in [a], [m] and [c]
from LUN 13

CALL Subprogram MXOUT

CALL Subprogram LOC

Write [a], [n] and [c] on
LUN 61

CALL Subprogram FORM

CALL Subprogram MXOUT
Write [P] on LUN 61

CALL Subprogram MXOUT

Write [U] and [P]
matrices on LUN 61
Out [P] to LUN 21

Obtain transpose of

a,

(0

,

and T

CALL Subprogram UNSYMEIC

Compute frequencies and
periods associated with
each eigenvalue

Write out on LUN 61

all eigenvalues, frequencies
and periods

Write out on LUN 61 computed eigenvalues and
associated eigenvectors

Out to LUN 21

Write out all computed
and inputed values for X i

7

re there
additional eigenvalues in data
file

all eigenvalues eigenvectors and [P]

(

STOP

Figure 3.10-1. (continued)
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Subroutine UNSYMEIG

This is a modified version of a program originally written by
E. L. Albasiny, University of Wisconsin Computing Center, F2 WISC
UNSYMEIG, 1964, which calculates eigenvalues and corresponding

eigenvectors of a real unsymmetric matrix. The subroutine extracts

these quantities from the [U] matrix represented by Eq. (3.7-6). This
subroutine makes use of the following contained subprograms:

CALCEV, IMVEC, REALIT, RVEC. For eigenvalues w hi c h
are complex only one of the conjugate pairs is utilized in calculating
the corresponding eigenvector. All eigenvectors are normalized.
3.11. Application to the Dynamic Behavior of Cables and Moorings

To demonstrate the applicability of the preceding discussion to

the analysis of cable systems, two examples will be considered.
Cable

In the course of this investigation, several symmetric and unsymmetric cable configurations were analyzed. Presented are the

results for an unsymmetric cable, the more common configuration
found in mooring applications. This cable has the following proper-

ties:
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L = 150 ft.
xt = 80 ft.
h

= 40 ft.

w = 1 lb. /ft.

To observe the effect that the number of point masses, incorporated in the cable model, had on ensuing values, this configuration

was analyzed using a varying number of masses. The resulting modal
frequencies for each of the differing cable models is presented in
Table 3.11-1. In order to minimize numerical error, all flexibility

matrix calculations were carried out with an allowable closure error
of 1 x 10

-2O.

Since matrices of higher order systems occupy several pages,

representative matrices [a] and [Ij] for the three mass cable model
are given in Figures 3.11-1 and 3.11-2. Tabulated dynamical values
including the complex coefficients C. are given in Figure 3.11-3 for
the same cable using 12 mass points. Illustrated in Figure 3.11-4

are resultant selected characteristic modes for this cable. The third
mode eigenvector from which the third mode of motion is constructed

is shown in Figure 3.11-5.
Two-Point Mooring

Application to the dynamic behavior of mooring systems is illus-

trated by analysis of the two-point reference mooring previously

Table 3.11-1.

Modal Frequencies and Periods for an Undamped, Unsymmetrical Cable
Number of Masses

Mode

3

12

7

5

Period
(sec)

(rad/sec)

Period
(sec)

(rad/sec)

Period
(sec)

Freq.

(rad/sec)

(rad/sec)

Period
(sec)

1

0.92890

6.76404

1.03782

6.05419

1,06615

5.89333

1,06783

5.88403

2

1.59761

3.93286

1.68981

3,71826

1.76547

3.55892

1.89135

3.32205

3

1552.56

0.00404

2.04763

3.06851

2.37701

2,64330

2.61925

2,39884

4

2.88218

2,18000

2.77072

2.26770

3.23212

1.94397

5

128.257

0,04898

3.21736

1.95289

3.79344

1.36226

6

4,21656

1,49011

4.22506

1.48712

7

166.190

0.03780

4.61229

1.36226

8

5.30381

1.18465

9

5.43244

1.15660

10

6,42604

0.97776

11

7.67648

0,81849

12

37.7072

0.16663

Freq.

L= 150.0 ft.

t

=x

0 ft.

h = 80.0 ft.

w = 1.0 lb/ft.

Freq.

Freq.

1.14084E-01

-1.50915E-01

1. 15150E -01

1.79247E-01

1.24232E-02

8.58100E-02

-1_ 51889E-W.

1.98494E-01

-1053317E-01

-2.39370E-01

-1,64626E-02

-1.14096E-01

1.14932E-01

-1051405E-01

1.21521E-01

1.69952E-01

1.74841E-02

1.21477E-01

1.80347E-01

-2039039E-01

1070816E-01

3.05074E-01

9.39945E-03

6.39444E-02

1.23240E-02

-1061058E-02

1,75317E -02

9031734E-03

5.87498E-03

4.14335E-02

8.51657E-02

-1.13436E-01

1.20745E-01

6045148E-02

4.07719E-02

2,81085E-01

Figure 3.11-1.

Sample flexibility matrix for a Three Mass Unsynimetric Table.

li

L

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

1.00000E 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

1,00000E 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OF 00

OF GO

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

1,00000E 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

01 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OF 00

01 00

OE 00

Of 00

1,000001; 00

OE 00

OE 00

OF 00

OE 00

OF 00

OE 00

OF 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OF 00

OE 00

1. 00000E, 00

OE 00

OF 00

OF 00

OF 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

1. 00000E. 00

1,9984E -01

2,64403E -01

- 1.33505E -01

- 2,08285E -01

-2. 17655E-02

- 1.50339E -01

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

2,66110E -01

-3 47761E-01

1.78154E -01

2,78148E -01

2, 88424E-02

1,99897E -01

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

- 2,01361E -01

2,65261E -01

- 1.41207E -01

- 1.97484E -01

-3. 06321E-02

- 2,12828E -01

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

- 3.15969E -01

4,18796E -01

- 1.98488E -01

- 3,54496E -01

- 1..64678E -02

- 1,12031E -01

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

-2, 15916E-02

2, 82173E-02

-2, 03719E-02

-1. 08267E-02

-1. 02930E-02

-7. 25915E-02

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE GO

OE 00

OE 00

-1. 49210E-01

1.98739E -01

- 1.40305E -01

-7, 49662E-02

-7, 14323E-02

- 4,92461E -01

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

Figure 3, 11-2,

Sample [U] Matrix for a Three Mass tinsymmetric Cable.

w (RAD/SEC)

EICENVALUES
Re

T (SEC)

Im

Re

-9.541568506E-04

OE 00

OE 00

1.388404617E-03
-2.033952558E-03

OE 00
OE 00

OE 00

9.541568397E-04
1.388404635E-03
-2,909370687E-03

OE 00
OE 00
OE 00

-3,431545083E-03

OE 00
OE 00

2.033952518E-03
2.909370633E-03
3.431545134E-03

OE 00
OE 00

1.455191523E-11

2.154711223E 03

OE 00
OE 00
OE 00
OE 00
OE 00
OE 00
OE 00
OE 00

OE
OE
OF
OF
OE
OE
OE
OE

-1,35462930E-03
-1.60578344E-03
-2.42206678E-03

OE 00
OE 00
1.353844990E-02

4.37329582E-03
6.29718306E-03

4.09339828E-14

7. 37663839E -03

1.353844990E-02
1.666308736E-01

4.09339828E-14

-7,37663839E-03

9, 62156586E -03

9.62156586E-03
-9.62156586E-03

2.88559928E-03
-2.88559928E-03
2.88559927E-03

1.455191523E-11

-2.154711223E-03

4.640993138E 02
4,640993138E 02

5.245910026E-03

1.081815997E-03

3,770720977E 01

5.245910026E-03
-5.245910026E-03

-1.081815997E-03

3.770720977E 01

1.081816058E-03

3.770721174E 01

1.666308736E-01
1.666308650E-01

-5,245910026E-03

-1.081816058E-03

3,770721174E 01

8.471485071E-03

OE
OE
OE
OE
OE
OE

-8.471485053E-03
1.470510749E-02

-1.470510751E-02
2.122900484E-02
-2.122900491E-02
3.602212004E-02

OE 00
OE 00
OE 00

-3.602212001E-02
7,341723814E-02
-7.341723811E-02
2.546585165E-10
2.546585165E-10
1.600710675E-10
1.600710675E-10
1.229636837E-09
1.229636837E-09
9,094947018E-10

9,094947018E-10

00
00
00
00
00
00

OE 00
1.302679890E701
-1.302679890E-01
1.556167899E-01
-1.556167899E-01
1.840793263E-01
-1.840793263E-01

1.885435425E-01
-1.885435425E-01
Figure

3, 11-3.

Im

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

1.35462930E-03
1.60578344E-03

4.37329581E-03
-6.29718306E-03
2.42206678E-03

OE
OE
OE
OE
OE
OE

00
00
00
00
00
00

OE 00
OE 00
OE 00
OE 00

1.666308650E-01

-9.62156586E-03

-2,88559927E-03

00
00
00
00
00
00
00

OE 00

2,78177774E-02
-2.78177774E-02

OE 00

OE 00
OE 00
OE 00
7.676482977E-00

OE 00
OE 00
OE 00
8.184979144E-01
8.184979144E-01
9,777691280E-01
9,777691280E-01

OE
OE
OE
OE
OE
OE
OE

7.676482977E 00
6,426041820E 00
6.426041820E
5,432440569E
5.432440569E
5.303814634E
5.303814634E

00
00
00
00
00

OE
OE
OE
OE
OE
OE

00
00
00
00
00
00

5.54027278E-02
-5,54027278E-02
5.92668216E-02
-5,92668216E-02
9.80693430E-02
-9.80693430E-02
1.80496285E-01
-1,80496285E-01
2.78525932E-11
2.78525932E-11

1.156604518E 00
1,156604518E 00
1,184654016E 00

-5.92422176E-12
-5.92422176E-12
2.85816599E-11
2,85816599E-11
-6.96736936E-12

1.184654016E 00

-6,96736936E-12

Calcu lated Dynamical Values for the Twelve Mass Unsymmetric Cable,

OE 00
OE 00
OE 00
OE 00
OE 00
OE 00

OE 00
OE 00
OE 00
1.98580574E-01
-1.98580574E-01
2,90928833E-01
-2,90928833E-01
4.42946404E-01
-4.42946404E-01
2.53487152E-01
-2.53487152E-01

(Continued)

Figure 3.11 -3.

EIGENVALUES
Re

co

(FIND/SEC)

T (SEC)

Im

Ci

Re

hn

4.612292518E 00
4.612292518E 00
4.225061284E 00

1.362269475E 00

-2.24536259E-12

6.13058123E-01

1.362269475E 00
1.487122881E 00

-2.24536259E-12

-6.13058123E-01
6.38564946E-01

4,225061284E
3.793446205E
3.793446205E
3.232126548E

1.487122881E 00
1.656326456E 00
1.656326456E 00

4.438334145E-10

2.168119208E-01

4.438334145E-10
3.565219231E-10

-2.168119208E-01

3.565219231E-10
3.346940503E-10
3.346940503E-10
2.328306437E-10

-2.366829574E-01

2.328306437E-10
2.110027708E-10

-3.093938264E-01
3.817876172E-01

3.232126548E 00
2.619257291E 00

2.110027708E-10

-3.817876172E-01

2.619257291E 00

2.398842347E 00
2.398842347E 00

3.637978807E-11

5.287212129E-01

3.637978807E-11

-5.287212129E-01

1.891355928E 00
1.891355928E 00

3.322053356E 00
3.322053356E 00

1.86390499E-11

1.455191523E-11

9.364737387E-01

1.067835604E 00

5.884038035E 00

-3.21107799E-12

4.77704855E 00

1.455191523E-11

-9.364737387E-01

1.067835604E 00

5.884038035E 00

-3.21107799E-12

-4.77704855E 00

2.366829574F-01
2.636125428E-01
-2.636125428E-01

3.093938264E-01

00
00
00
00

1.943978744E 00
1.943978744E 00

-2.88608678E-11
-2.88608678E-11

A.34995665E-12
-3.34995665E-12
2.71313611E-11
2.71313611E-11
4.50448990E-11

4.50448990E-11
1..86390499E-11

-6.38564946E-01
9.74145799E-01
-9.74145799E-01
1.38349718E 00

-1.38349718E 00
2.04717039E 00
-2.04717039E 00
2.79142525E 00
-2.79142525E 00

114

1st MODE

T = 5.884

2nd MODE

T = 3.222 sec.

sec.

TYPICAL
STATIC

EQUILIBRIUM
CON FIGURATI

4th MODE

3rd MODE
T = 1.944 sec .

T=

II th

7th MODE
T = 1.362 sec.

Figure 3.11 -4

MODES

CABLE

UNSYMETRIC

-40.0 ft

sec.

MODE

T = 0.818 sec.

CHARACTERISTIC
h=

1.944

,

W=

OF

VIBRATION

L = 150.0 ft ,
1.0 I bs/ ft

FOR

AN

X t = 80.0 ft

,

IMAG, PART

REAL PART

MODULUS

ARGUMENT
(RADIANS)

-2,61925727E 00

3.81787620E-01
2.61925727E 00

4.71238899E 00

(DEGREES)
9.000000QOE 01
2.70000001E 02

2,04717039E 00

2.04717039E 00

1.57079633E 00

9.00000000E 01

EIGENVAWE =

2. 11002770E - 1 0

3.81787620E-01

a=

1.44758633E -09

4.50448990E-11

C. COEFFICIENT =

FREQUENCY= 2,61925727E 00 (RAD /SEC)
PERIOD
= 2.39846057E 00 (SEC)
REAL PART
EIGENVECTOR

IMAG. PART

MODULUS

-6.26053690E-02

3.97310740E-12

6.26053690E-02

7063819650E-01
-2.08552090E-01

-2.72441650E-11

7.63819650E-01
2.08552090E-01

9073307570E-01
-3.41705670E-01
2.92718480E-01

9.08138840E-12
-2.72441650E-11
2.27034710E-12

-1.51529860E-01

4.08662480E-11
-1.13517360E-11

-9.69536260E-01

2.72441650E-11

2.66481440E-01

-1.58924300E-11

-6.19007730E-01
2.62064230E-01

-2.27034710E-11
-2.27034710E-12

8.58579330E-01

OE 00
-2.83793390E-13

-1008575670E-02
1.00000000E 00
-1.35991620E-01
2.57718020E-01

-1.33281500E-01

OE 00
-1.13517360E-12
2.49738180E-11
3.40552070E-12

2.92718480E-01

1.51529860E-01
9.69536260E-01
2.66481440E-01
6.19007730E-01
2.62064230E-01
8.58579330E-01
1.08575670E-02
1.00000000E 00
1.35991620E-01
2,57718020E-01
1.33281500E-01

-1.37200890E-02

-5.67586780E-13
-1.81627770E-11
1.41896690E-13

4.99615430E-01
8.79228570E-02
8.75151560E-01
4.43837620E-02
8.30197500E-01
1.37200890E-02

-4.96313590E-01

4.54069420E-12

4.96313590E-01

-4.99615430E-01
-8.79228570E-02
-8.75151560E-01
-4.43837620E-02
8.30197500E-01

OE 00
OE 00
3.63255540E-11

9.73307570E-01
3.41705670E-01

1.57079633E 00

ARGUMENT
(RADIANS)
3.14159265E 00
6.28318532E 00
3014159265E 00
6.28318532E 00
3.14159265E 00
1.39609389E-10
3.14159265E 00
3.14159265E 00
6.28318532E 00
3.14159265E 00
6.28318532E 00
OE 00
3.14159265E 00
OE 00
3.14159265E 00
9.69036546E-11
3.14159265E 00
3.14159265E 00
3.14159265E 00
3.14159265E 00
3.14159265E 00
3.1415926.5E-00

3.14159265E 00
3.14159265E 00

(DEGREES)
1.80000000E 02
5,73694706E -07

1.80000000E 02
5.73694706E-07
1.80000000E 02
7.99902873E-09
1.80000000E 02
1.80000000E 02
5.73694706E-07
1.80000000E 02
5.73694706E-07
OE 00
1.80000000E 02
OE 00
1.80000000E 02

5.55217042E-09
1.80000000E 02
1.80000000E 02

1,80000000E
1.80000000E
1.80000000E
1.80000000E

1.80000000E 02
1.80000000E 02
(Continued)

Figure

3.
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Third Mode {C- for the Twelve Mass Unsyrnmetric Cable

02
02
02
02

Figure 3,11-5,

EIGENVECTOR

(Continued)

REAL PART
-1.70276030E-12
1.13517360E-11
-2.83793390E-12

9.08138840E-12
-2.27034710E-12
-7.94621490E-12
5.67586780E-13
-6.81104130E-12
1.13517360E-12
1.13517360E-11

-5.67586780E-12
1,13517360E-11
-9.57802690E-12
-9.08138840E-12
-3.40552070E-12
-9.08138840E-12
3.40552070E -12

-2.04331240E-11

-1.41896690E-12
-6.81104130E-12
-7.09483470E-13

4.54069420E-12
-1.06422520E-13
-2.27034710E-12

IMAG. PART

MODULUS

-2.39019550E-02

2.39019550E-02

2.91616880E-01

2.91616880E-01

-7.96226070E-02
3,71596780E-01

7.96226070E-02

-1.30458990E-01
1.11756290Z-01

-5.78522230E-02
-3.70156940E-01
1.01739310E-01

3.71596780E-01
1.30458990E-01
1.11756290E-01

5.78522230E-02
3.70156940E-01

-2.36329480E-01

1.01739310E-01
2.36329480E-01

1.00052880E-01
3.27794960E-01

1.00052880E-01
3.27794960E-01

-4.14528450E-03
3.81787620E-01

4.14528450E-03
3,81787620E-01

-5.19199160E-02
9.83935500E-02
-5.08852250E-02
-1.90746980E-01
-3.35678580E-02
-3.34122030E-01

5.19199160E-02
9.83935500E-02
5.08852250E-02
1.90746980E-01
3.35678580E-02
3.34122030E-01

-1.69451710E-02
-3.16959120E-01
-5.23815990E-03

3.16959120E-01
5.23815990E-03

-1.89486380E-01

1.89486380E-01

1.69451710E-02

ARGUMENT
(RADIANS)
4.71238898E 00
1.57079633E 00
4.71238898E 00
1.57079633E 00
4.71238898E 00
1.57079633E 00
4.71238899E 00
4.71238898E 00
1.57079633E 00
4.71238899E 00
1.57079633E 00
1.57079633E 00
4.71238898E 00
1.57079683E 00
4,71238898E 00
1.57079633E 00
4.71238898E 00
4.71238898E 00
4.71238898E 00
4.71238898E 00
4.71238898E 00
4.71238899E 00
4.71238898E 00
4.71238898E 00

(DEGREES)
2.70000000E 02
9.00000000E 01
2.70000000E
9.00000000E
2.70000000E
9.00000000E
2.70000001E
2.70000000E
9.00000000E
2.70000001E
9.00000000E
9.00000000E

02
01
02
01
02
02
01
02
01
01

2.70000000E 02
9.00000000E 01

2.70000000E 02
9.00000000E 01

2.70000000E
2.70000000E
2.70000000E
2.70000000E

02
02
02
02

2.70000000E 02
2.70000001E 02
2,70000000E 02
1-,

2.70000000E 02

CN
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considered when attached to the buoys shown in Figure 1. 2-1,
Chapter 2. The system is simulated by 15 mass points, resulting in

a [U] matrix of order 60. This was the largest matrix that the computer facility utilized could accommodate in eigenvalue computation.

Shown in Figure 3.11-6 are the calculated dynamical values for the
undamped system. Selected mode shapes were plotted and are shown

in Figure 3.11-7. The first mode eigenvector for this system is given
in Figure 3. 11-8.
This mooring was also analyzed under the influence of a 3'000 lb.

surface force with 0 = 0 0, corresponding to the mooring configuration

shown in Figure 2.10-2. Results are given in Figure 3.1]-9.

In order to demonstrate the effect of damping, a further example
and application to the unloaded system will be considered. No rigorous
attempt at evaluating coefficients was made instead they were

selected on the basis of published steady state data for cables and
circular cylinders (Wilson, 1960). Buoy properties at the surface
and spring buoy positions are those described in Section 1. 2. Table
3.11-2 contains the tabulated values utilized in developing the damping matrix by techniques explained in Section 3.3. Values are based

on the first mode displacements arrived at by considering the
undamped motion of the system. Equivalent damping coefficients are

constructed on the basis of an assumed maximum displacement ampli-

tude, in this case that of the surface buoy in the x direction, taken

EIGENVAIIJES
Re

(k5

(RAD)/SEC)

T (SEC)

1111

-1.334840432F-03

OE 00

OF 00

OE 00

-1.290943474F-03

OF 00

OE 00

OE 00

1.334834844E-03

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

1.290937886E-03

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

3.183285706E-03

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

3.073523752E-03

OE 00

O

00

OE 00

-3.183299676F-03

OF 00

OF 00

OE 00

-3.073537722E-03

OF 00

OF 00

OE 00

1.191208046E -02

OE 00

OF 00

OE 00

1.430552080E-02

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

-1.191210095E-02

OE 00

OF 00

OE 00

-1.430553198E-02

OE 00

OF 00

OE 00

3.923021257E-02
3.923021257F-02

3.050845067E-02

1.235272401E 01

5.086477528E-01

-3.050845067E-02

1.235272401E 01

6.764167361E-02

1.867897566E-02

3.793224443E 00

5.086477528E-01
1.656423289E 00

6.764167361F-02

-1.867897566E-02

3.793224443E 00

3.089477494E-02

5.576432436E-02

1.372104023E 01

1.656423289E 00
4.579233936E-01

3.089477494E-02

-5.576432436E-02

1.372104023E 01

4.579233936F-01

-3.923022375E-02

3.050844192F-02

5.086479693E-01

-3.923022375E-02

-3.050844192E-02

1.235271875E 01
1.235271875E 01

-3.089476377E-02
-3.089476377E-02

5.576432814E-02

1.372104207E 01

5.086479693E-01
4.579233322E-01

-5.576432814E-02

1.372104207E 01

4.579233322E-01

-6.764166243E-02

1.867896564E-02

3.793223862E 00

1.656423542E 00

-6.764166243E-02

3.793223862E 00

1.656423542E 00

2.048909664E-08

-1.867896564F-02
9.331874141E-02

1.071596107E 01

5.863389449E-01

2.048909664E-08

-9.331874141E-02

1.071596107E 01

5.863389449E-01

1.199762672E-01

7.913818443E-03

5.474064467E-01

1.1478098855 01

1.199762579E-01

5.474064467E-01

1.147809885E 01

-1.199762579E-01

-7.913818443E-03
7.913810146E-03

5.474059623E-01

1.147810901E 01

-1.199762579E-01

-7.913810146E-03

5.474059623E-01

1.147810901E 01

1.723606819E-01

OE 00

OF 00

OE 00

-1.723606996F-01

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

-1.862645149E-09

2.093677131E 00

3.001028770E 00

-1.862645149E-09

4.776285632E-01
-4.776285632E-01

2.093677131F. 00

-3.725290298E-09

4.7748347405-01

2.094313321E 00

3.001028770E 00
3.000117148E 00

-3.725290298E-09

-4.774834740E-01

2.094313321E 00

3.000117148E 00

9.313225746E-09

6.759018311E-01

1.479504795E 00

4.246816454E 00

9.313225746E-09

-6.759018311E-01

1.479504795E 00

4.246816454E 00

-9.313225746E-09

6.761722495F-01

1.478913104E 00

4.245515543E 00

-9.313225746E-09

-6.761722495F-01

1.478913104E 00

4.248515543E 00

-9.313225746E-09

1.093914807E 00

9.141479698E-01

6.873269442E 00

-9.313225746E-09
-5.587935448E-09

-1.093914807F 00
1.095238943E 00

9.141479698E-01
9.130427717E-01

6.873269442E 00
6.881589233E 00

-5.587935448E-09

-1.095238943E 00

9.130427717E-01

1.303851604F-08

1.203676708E 00

8.307878631E-01

6.8815892335 00
7.562923805E 00

1.303851604E-08

- 1.203676708E 00

1.202116570E 00

8.307878631E-01
8.318660809E-01

7.5629238055 00

1.862645149E-08
1.862645149E-08

-1.202116570F 00

8.318660809E-01

7.553121170E 00

1.117587090E-08

1.473852498E 00

6.784939481E-01

9.260488357E 00

1.117587090E-08

-1.473852498E 00

6.784939481E-01

9.260488357E 00

7.450580597E-09

1.484388657E 00

9.326689001E 00

7.450580597F-09

-1.484388657E 00
4.522332704E 00

6.736780123E-01
6.736780123E-01

7.553121170E 00

9.326689001E 00
2.841465440E 01

-4.522332704F 00

2.211248189E-01
2.211248189E-01

-1.862645149E-09

4.773112424L 00

2.095069026E-01

2.999034985E 01

-1.862645149E-09

-4.773112424E 00

2.095069026E-01

2.999034985E 01

-1.862645149F-09

1.661409181E 01

6.018986844E-02

1,043894175E 02

-1.862645149E-09

-1.661409181E 01

1.043894175E 02

-3.725290298F-09

2.422140637E 01

6.0189868441-02
4.128579425E-02

-3.725290298E-09

-2.422140637F 01

4.128579425E-02

1.521875846E 02

-3.725290298E-09
-3.72529C298E-09

Figure

3.11-6.

2.841465440E 01

1.521875846F 02

Calculated Undamped Dynamical Values for [ht. Two-Paint Reference Mooring.
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1st

2nd MODE
T = 104.372

MODE

T = 152.163 sec

Sea

\

Surface

TYPICAL STATIC
EQUILIBRIUM
CONFIGURATION

3'r d MODE

T= 29.985 sec.

6th MODE
9.259 sec.

T=

Figure 311 -7

5th
T=

9.325 sec.

12th MODE

T= 4.246 sec.

UNDAMPED MODES OF VIBRATION FOR
TWO-POINT REFERENCE MOORING
CHARACTERISTIC

MODE

THE

REAL PART

IMAG. PART

MODULUS

ARGUMENT
(RADIANS)

(DEGREES )

-3.72529030E-09

2.42214060E 01

2.42214060E 01

1.57079633E 00

9.00000000E 01

-6.34982012E-12

-4.12857949E-02

4.12857949E-02

4.71238898E 00

2.70000000E 01

3.84041432E-02
Ci COEFFICIENT =
FREQUENCY 4. 12857949E-02 (RAD/ SEC)
= 1.52163361E 02 (SEC)
PERIOD

4.37800707E 02

.4.37800709E 02

4.71247671E 00

2.70006027E'02

EIGENVALUE
=

EIGENVECTOR

REAL PART

IMAG. PART

6.63823650E-16

1.29950260E-04

-5.94785990E-13
1.72594150E-14

8.65542740E-03
3.79174930E-04

-4.24847140E-13

-1.67541920E-02
6.79554820E-04

2.12423570E-14
-3.39877710E-11

OE 00
-4.24847140E-14

OE 00
-8.49694270E-14
1. 69938850E-13

1.27454140E-13

OE 00
OE 00
OE 00
-7.96588380E-15

-2.45014670E-02
-3.07058550E-02
-8.74795650E-03
_3.28718830E-02

MODULUS
1.29950260E-04
8,65542740E-03

3.79174930E-04
1_67541920E-02
6.79554820E-04
2.45014670E-02
3.07058550E-02
8,74795650E-03
3.28718830E-02

-3.75997960E-02
-4.57935170E-03
-2.72071200E-02
-2.75328840E-02

1.57076730E-02
3.75997960E-02
4.57935170E-03
2,72071200E-02
2.75328840E-02

4.12857940E-02
-2.99825020E-04

4.12857940E-02
2,99825920E,04

-2.76279860E-02
2.71557690E-02

2.76279860E-02
2.71557690E-02
3.77357960E-02
4.10482390E-03
3.26687030E-02

1.57076730E-02

ARGUMENT
(RADIANS)
1.57079633E 00

4.71238898E 00
1.57079633E 00
4.71238898E 00

9.00000000E 01
2.70000000E 02

1.57079633E
4.71238898E
4.71238898E
4,71238898E
4.71238898E

9.00000000E
2.70000000E
2.70000000E
2.70000000E

00
00

00
00
00

4.71238899E
4.71238898E
4.71238898E
4.71238898E
4.71238898E

2.70000001E
2.70000000E
2.70000000E
2.70000000E
2.70000000E
2.70000000E

00
00
00
00
00

4.71238898E 00

-1.57962120E-02

1.57962120E-02

OE 00
-4.24847140E-14

-3.04706060E-02
8.53105800E-03
5.60744160E-04

3.04706060E-02
8.53105800E-03
5.60744160E-04

1.57079633E 00
1.57079633E 00

OE 00
Figure 3.11-8.

3.77357960E-02
4.10482390E-03
-3.26687030E-02

First Mode { ./} for Undamped Two-Point Reference Mooring.

2,70000000E 02
9.00000000E 01

8.49694270E-14

OE 00
-1.69938850E-13
OE 00
OE 00

01
02
02
02

1.57079633E00

4.71238899E
1.57079633E
4.71238808E
1.57079633E
4.71238898E
4.71238899E
4.71238898E

1.69938850E-13

(DECAIEES)

9.00000000E 01
2.70000000E 02

02
02
02
02
02
02

00
00
00
00
00
00
00

2.700000011E 02

9.00000000E 01
9.00000000E 01

9.00000000E
2.70000000E
9.00000000E
2.70000000E

01
02
01
02

2.70000001E 02
2.70000000E 02

(Continued)

O

Figure 3.11-8. (Continued)

EIGENVECTOR

REAL PART

IMA.G. PART

MODULUS

ARGUMENT
(RADIANS)

OE 00
OE 00

-8.49694270E-14
-3,31911820E-16
OE 00
-3.14757800E-03
2,09646620E-01

-9.18415000E-03
4.05810090E-01
-1.64597730E-02
5.93459990E-01
7,43738980E-01
2.11887810E-01
7.96203250E-01

9.00000000E 01
9.00000000E 01
9.00000000E 01
9.00000000E 01
9.00000000E 01

2.09646620E-0i

1.57079633E 00
1.57079633E 00
3.14159265E 00
6.48477328E-12

4.24847140E-14
OE 00

9.18415000E-03
4.05810090E-01

3,14159265E 00
OE 00

-8.49694270E-14
2.71902170E-12

1.64597730E-02
5.93459990E-01

4.58164282E42

1.80000000E 02
OE 00
1.80000000E 02
2.62508782E-10

OE 00
1.35951080E-12

7.43738980E-01
2.11887810E-01
7.96203250E-01
3.80461940E-01

OE 00
6.41618222E-12

OE 00
3.67620159E-10

6.28318532E 00

5.73694706E-07
1.80000000E 02
3.42121559E-10

8.58084370E-03
OE 00
1.35951080E-12

2.42870160E-02
2.97005880E-04
1.66085260E-02
8.68784010E-05
8.58084370E-03
3.14757800E-03

1.10918340E-01

-5.43804330E.12
-1.35951080E-12
5.43804330E-12
OE 00

6.58994710E-01

-5.43804330E-12

6.66885180E-01

5.43804330E-12
OE 00

6.66885180E-01

OE 00
OE 00
2.71902170E-12

7.26220530E-03

-3.80461940E-01
9.10719950E-01

1.00000000E 00

7.26220530$ 03
6.69188670E-01
-6.57750920E-01
3.69050230E-01

(DEGREES)

1.57079633E 00
1.57079633E 00
1.57079633E 00

2.42870160E-02
2.97005880E-04
1.66085260E-02
8.68784010E-05

8.57611170E-12

9.10719950E-01
1.10918340E-01
6.58994710E-01

1.00000000E 00
6.69188670E-01
6.57750920E-01
3.69050230E-01

3.141.59265E00

3.14159265E 00
5.97114766E-12
OE 00
6.28318532E 00
8.15439218E-12
OE 00
OE 00
OE 00
3.14159265E 00
2.32383318E-11

1.80000000E 02
3.71550155E-10

OE 00
5.73694706E-07

4.67212260E-10
OE 00
OE 00
OE 00
1.80000000E 02
1.33145834E -09
(Continued)

Figure 3. 11 -8.
EIGENVECTOR

(Continued)
REAL PART

IMAG. PART

MODULUS

ARGUMENT
(RADIANS)

6.60414230E-01

6,28318532E 00

-1.82496220E-02
2.32035130E-01

-1.63354510E-12
7.73381500E-12
3.67547640E-12

1.82496220E-02
2.32035130E-01

3,14159265E 00

(DEGREES)
5.73694706E-07
1.80000000E 02

-1.05938630E-01
3.07346030E-02

7.35095290E-12
-1 99088310E-12

1.05938630E-01
3.07346030E-02

1.58401721E-11
3.14159265E 00

9.07575005E-10
1.80000000E 02

2.85639170E-03

-1.37192260E-13

2.85639170E-03

6.28318532E 00
6.28318532E 00

5.73694706E-07
5.73694706E-07

9.52874640E-02
1.68257070E-03

-5.71740780E-12
-7.01913900E-14

9.52874640E-02
1.68257070E-03

6,28318532E 00

5.73694706E-07

6.28318532E 00

7.37478300E-02
5.76913720E-04

-3.98176610E-12
-2.07383650E-14
-2.09297960E-12

7.37478300E-02
5.76913720E-04
4.43350990E-02

6.28318532E 00
6.28318532E 00

5.73694706E-07
5.73694706E-07
5.73694706E-07

6,28318532E 00

5.73694706E-07

6.60414230E-01

4.43350990E-02

F10ENVALUES

(RA D/SEC )

T (SEC)

Re
OE 00

-7,5698271398-04

OE 00

OE 00

-8,017704822E-04

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

1,707387157E-03

2.444118826E-05

8.382417926E 00

7.495671729E-01

-1.707387157E-03

-2,444118326E-05

8.382417926E 00

7,495671729E-01

-2,269315999E-03

OE 00

OE 00

7.569822483E-04

OE 00

OE 00
OE 00

8.017751388E-04

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

1.707390882E-03

2,447429223E-05

8.393730076E 00

7,485569883E-01

OE 00

1,707390882E-03

-2, 447429223E -05

8,393730076E 00

7,4;,-669883E-01

2,269317396E-03

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

-6,3282931228-03

OE 00
.254752576E-03

OE 00

OE 00

1,067975379E 02

5,883267941E-02

-5,264752576E-03

1,067975379E 02

5,883267941E-02

1,067975989E 02

5,883264580E-02

4.646556452E-03

5.25470700E-03
-5,24750700E-03

1.0679759898 02

5,883264580E-02

6.328297779E-03

OE 00

OE 00

1,433154289E-02

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00
OE 00

-1,433154009E-02
-3,515110491E-02

OE 00
OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

3,515110910E-02

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

-9.313225746E-10
-9.313225746E-10

6,064899513E-02
-6,064899513E-02

1.648831935E 01

3.810688751E-01
3,810688751E-01

-5,455200188E-02

5.047885988E-02

-5.455200188E-02

-5,047885988E-02

9,138039292E00
9,138039292E00

-7,6790984258-02

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

5,455201399E-02

5,047885728E-02

9. 138037070E 00

6,875858851E-01

5.455201399E-02

-5,047885728E-02

9.138037070E 00

6.875858851E-01

7.679098472E-02

OE 00

OE 00

-1.617231453F-01

OE 00
OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

1.617231555E-01

OE 00

OE 00

OE 00

-1.967330151E-01

OE 00

OE 00

1.967330016E-01

OE 00

OE 00
OE 00

-3.725290298E-09

4.993492733E-01

2.002606299E 00

3,137504017E 00

-3.725290298E-09

-4.993492733E-01

2.002606299E 00

4. 656612873E-09

3.372901440E-01

2.964806466E 00

3,137504017E 00
2,119256477E 00

4,656612873E-09
_2.793967724E-09

-3,372901440E-01

2.964806466E 00

2.119256477E 00

5.028020962E-01
-5.028020962E-01

1.988854079E 00

3.159198743E 00

1.988854379E 00

3.159198743E 00

4.745402306E-01

2.107302891E00

2.981624204E 00

-1.862645149E-09
OE 00

-4,745402306E-01

2,107302891E 00

2,981624204E 00

7.076527556E-01

1.413122456E 00

4,446313396E 00

OE 00

-7,076527556E-01

1,413122456E 00

4,446313396E 00

6.519258022E-01

6,664088206E-01

1_500580378E 00

4,187170110E 00

6,519258022E-09

-6.664088206E-01

1,500580378E00

4. 187170110E 00

1.862645149E-09

8,613987180E-01

1. 160902587E 00

5,412327769E 00

1.862645149E-09

-8.613987180E-01

1.160902587E 00

5, 412327769E 00

2.793967724E-09

1.249572167E 00

8.002739068E-01

7,851293480E 00

2.793967724E-09

-1.249572167E 00

8.002739068E-01

7.851293480E 00

-1,210719347E-08
-1.210719347E-08

1,435536079E 00
-1, 435536079E 00

6,966038783E-01

OF. 00

1.717709784E 00

5,821705210E-01

9,019739198E 00
9.019739198E 00
1.079268888E 01

OE 00

-1,717709784E 00

5.821705210E-01

1,0792688888 01

-1,862645149E-09
-1,862645149E-09

2.007311439E 00

4.981787981E-01

1,261230974E 01

-2.007311439E 00
5.917307274E 00

4, 981787081E -01

1,261230974E 01

1.210719347E-08

3.717953812E 01

-4,646559246t,03
-4,646559246E-03
4,6465564521-03

-2,793967724E-09
-1.862645149E-09

1,648831935E 01

6,966038783E-01

6,875857179E-01
6.875857179E-01

OE 00

1.210719347E-08

-5,917307274E 00

1,689957871E-01
1.689957871E-01

9.313225746E-09

6.888054997E 00

1,451788641E-01

4,327892595E 01

9.313225746E-09

-6,888054997E 00
1.738223802E 00
-1,738223802E 01

1.451788641E-01

4,327892595E 01

5, 752999119E -02

1.092158225F 02

5, 752999119E -02

1.092158225E 02

6.519258022E-09
6.519258022E-09

Figure 3,11-9

3,717953812E 01

Calculated Undamped Dynamical Values for the Two-Point Reference Mooring,
Under the Influence of a 3000 lb, Surface Force at 8 0°
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to be 25 feet. The first mode eigenvector then relates the relative

displacement of all nodal or mass points of the system. The resulting damped eigenvalues and frequencies are presented in Figure
3.11-10. Comparison of the damped and undamped results shows

that periodic motion, associated with the first mode of the undamped

system, is eliminated by the presence of a substantial degree of
mode damping.
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Table 3. 11-2.

Damping Matrix Evaluation, Based on 1st Mode Displacements of Reference
Mooring

Coordinate
Positions

Distance

Average

travered cyclic.
during T velocity
(ft. )
(ft/sec)

A

X

ce =

37

AW X

1

. 0.3

0,002

0,820

0.075

2

20.9

0. 137

82. 000

5, 220

3

0.9

0.006

O. 547

0. 225

4

40, 0

0. 267

54. 700

10.000

5

1. 6

0, 010

0, 820

0.400

6

59.3

0, 389

82, 000

14. 800

42, 6

7

74, 4

0.487

96, 500

18, 200

61. 6

8

21.2

O. 139

31. 100

5. 250

5, 72

9

79.0

O. 518

0.396

19, 800

0. 272

10

38, 0

0, 250

39. 600

9.470

1,31

11

91.0

0.597

0. 264

22.700

0, 210

buoy

12

11. 1

0.073

26.400

2, 780

2, 63

connecting
chain

13

65.9

O. 437

0.396

16.400

0. 226

14

66.7

O. 439

39. 600

16.700

2, 31

15

100.0

0. 657

1010. 000

25.000

16

0.7

0, 004

62. 200

0. 175

0,000215

15.0
0.00430
19. 2

0.00115

882.0
0. 382

Lower half omitted due to system's symmetry.
Anchor
Line
[C

Lt,

d'

[C ] v
d
d

Connecting
Chain

anchor line

Spring

Surface

Buoy

Buoy

1.7

1.7

1.4

1.4

0.017

0.017

1.2

1. 2

7/8 in

1.25 in.

5.75 ft.

5.0 ft.

spring buoy

surface
buoy

(RAD/SEC)

01CPWADIES

T (SEC)

1

Im

Re
-1.3348506760-03

OF 00

OR 00

00 00

-1.290950924E-03

OE 00

OF 00

OE 00

1.334846020F -03

OE 00

or 00

OF 00

1.2909546490-03

OE 00

OF 00

OE 00

3.183275461E-03

OF 00

OF 00

OF 00

3.0735386540-03

OF 00

OF 00

-3.1833676620-03

OE 00

OF 00

OE 00
OF 00

-3.073475324F-03

OF 00

OE 00

OE 00

1.190937497E-02

OF 00

OF 00

OE 00

1.4299484900-02

OF 00

OE 00

OE 00

-1.1915506800-02

OF 00

OF 00

OF 00

-1.431374718E-02

OE 00

OE 00

OF 00

-3.9277979170.-02

3.053539929E-02

1.2336686410 01

5.093089908E-01

-3.9277979170-02

-3.0535399290-02

1.2336686410 01

5,093089908E-01

-3.0964835550-02
-3.096483555F-02
3.920461703E-02
3.9204617030-02
3.1290425920-02
3.1290425920-02
6.6938006320-02

5.5005763110-02

1.3805090760 01

4,5513538570 -01

-5.500576311E-02

1.3805090760 01

3.051196114F-02
-3.0511961140-02

1.2363122580 01

4.551353857E-01
5.082199312E-01

5.602036530E-02

1.3605854460 01

-5.6020365300-02
1.925094071E-02

1.360585446E 01

3.9682062400 00

4.618001263E-01
1.5833817420 00

-1,925094071E-02
1.993293260E-02

3.9682062400 00

1.583381742E 00

3.4124510940 00

1,841252851E 00

3.4124510940 00

1,8412528510 00

-8.023579791E-02

-1,9932932600-02
OF 00

00 00

OF 00

1.181391999E-04

9.320184082E-02

1.0729384580 01

5.856053777E-01

1.181391999E-04

-9.320184082E-02

1,0729384580 01

5,856053777E-01

1.201940095E-01

8.417573490E-03

5.798243026E-01

1.0836360740 01

1.201940095E-01
-1.2216945090-01

-8,417573490E-03
1.056537457E-02

5,798243026E-01
7,0262507570-01

8.9424438790 00

-1.2216945090-01

-1.056537457E-02

7.0262507570-01

8.9424438790 00

1.7150863630-01

OE 00

00 00

OE 00

-1.692905696E-01

00 00

OF 00

OE 00

-7.543712854E-08
-7.543712854E-08

4.775045817E-01
-4.7750458170-01

2.0942207430 00

3.0002497720 00

2,094220743E 00

-9.9640060220-04

4.539420361E-01

2.0663544110 00

3.0002497720 00
3,0407103810 00

-9.9640060220-04

-4,8394203610-01
6.760139713E-01

2.066354411E 00

3.040710381E 00

1.4792593680 00

4.247521052F. 00

-6,7601397130-01

1,4792593680 00

7.111241457E-01
-7.1112414570-01
1.0943365460 00

1.406185430E 00
1,4061854300 00

4.247521052F 00
4.4682480500 00
4,468248050E 00

9.137955468E-01

6.875920252E 00

-1,094336546E 00

9.137955468E-01

6.8759202520 00

1.094367219E 00
_1,0943672190 00

9.137699285E001

6.8761130240 00
6.8761130240 00

-7.729977369E-08

1.2024455550 00

-1.202445555E 00

8.3163848500-01
8.316384850E-01

7.555188246E 00

-7.729977369E-08
1.100537833E-02

1,4722174100 00

6.7920954810-01

1.100537833E-02

-1.4722174100 00

6.792095481E-01

1.4727246590 00

6,7897029350-01

9.2507317140
9.250731714E
9,2539914730
9.253991473E

6.693800632F -02

-7.3782886380-02
-7.3782886380-02

-4.749745131E-08
-4.749745131F-08
-3.735124134E-03
-3,735124134E-03
-4,064524546E-04
-4.064524546E-04
4.165349528E-04
4.165349528E-04

-1.175504457E-02
-1.175504457F-02
-1,491097519E-01
-1.491097519E-01
4.700617865E-04
4.700617965F-04

1.2363122580 01

9.1376992850-01

5.082199312F-01
4.618001263E-01

1.0836360740 01

7.5551882460 00
00
00
00
00

-1.4727246590 00

6.7897029350-01

2.474547750E 00

4.026522361E-01
4.026522361E-01

1.560449625E 01

00
00
00
00

2.218809836E-01

2.831781798E 01

2.218809836E-01

2.831781798E 01

1.6449346980-01

3.8197171680 01

1.6449346980-01

3.819717168E 01

-1,552223228E-03

1.667693153E 01

5.996306873E-02

1.0478425200 02

-1,552223228F-03

-1.6676931530 01

1.0473425200 02

-8.045158196E 02

OE 00

5,9963068730-02
OE 00

-1.484482372E-01
-1.4844823720-01

Figure

3, 11-10.

-2.474547750F 00

4.506920661E
-4.5069206610
6.0756415980
-6.0756415980

Calculated Damped

Dynamical Values for

1,560449625E 01

OE 00

the Two-Point Reference Mooring.
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4.

DISCUSSION

The use of a discrete parameter model, in conjunction with a

high speed digital computer, results in a powerful tool for arriving
at statical solutions to complicated cable analysis problems. Experience has shown it to be versatile and highly efficient. Basic programs
can be written to readily accommodate analysis of different systems,

making it a practical technique for design applications. Accuracy
which is achievable exceeds that normally required and appears
limited only by the number of cable segments utilized. Use of a large

number of segments, though probably seldom necessary, is not prohibitive,

When using a discrete cable system model, a greater number
of segments should be incorporated in cables having a negative

cr

ratio than those which are positive, if consistent tension accuracy
is to be achieved throughout the system. Hydrodynamic forces on
subsurface elements can be significant, and should be accounted for,

as their neglect can lead to appreciable error.
Once basic computer programs have been developed, the dis-

crete parameter formulation provides direct transition to dynamic
analysis. The procedure presented appears applicable to all situations for which the static method can be employed. The principal

limitation encountered was computer capability for extracting
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eigenvalues. A more efficient uncoupling matrix formulation should

be possible, reducing required computer storage capacity. When
system response to forced motion is not necessary, twice as many
mass points can be incorporated in the model.
As pointed out, the general method is applicable to systems
other than cables. Programs were checked during their development
by solving published problems involving the dynamics of building

frames and mass-spring systems. Cable analysis results were compared with the values of Saxon and Cahn (1953) for a symmetric, undamped cable. Comparison indicated first mode frequencies to be

within 6% of theoretical values, using a cable model with four masses.

The influence force U employed in generating matrix [a] , is

arbitrary. However, U must be great enough to implement displacements sufficient to be discernible and consistent. Care must be
exercised not to use an influence force which will violate the assumption of linearity. Its sufficiency can be tested by observing the symmetry of [a]. A grossly nonsymmetric matrix indicates extension

into the non-linear range of the system, in violation of Maxwell's

Reciprocity Theorem. A 1 lb. influence force was utilized for the
cable example presented, and a force of 100 lbs. for the two-point
mooring.

In comparing cable flexibility matrices, it was noted that

cables with negative c ratios have a greater tendency toward
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nonsymmetry than those that are positive. This is consistent with

observations made relative to the accuracy of the discrete parameter
method in statically evaluating cable configurations.

Based on a limited number of observed cases, it appears that
the fewer the number of mass points incorporated in a cable model,

the larger the resulting characteristic periods. If this holds for
combined cable systems, periods predicted by a limited mass formulation should be somewhat higher than is actually the case.

Consideration of elastic behavior is possible, and can be incorporated into the analysis using Hooke's Law, expressed as
6.s(i)

T(i) s(i)
A(i) E

where A(i) = Cross sectional area of the .t h cable segment
E

= Modulus of elasticity of the cable

Through the addition of coordinates, the technique may be

extended to three-dimensional behavior. Coordinate addition also

makes it possible to account for rotations in the system such as those
involving buoy pitching. Direct application to dynamic stress analysis

is desirable, and appears feasible using mode acceleration and displacement techniques, as suggested by Foss and presented by
Bisplinghoff et al. (1950).

Knowledge of the characteristic frequencies of a system
should be of value in indicating the possibility of adverse conditions.
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If frequencies of the structure are within the expected incident wave

frequency spectrum, the possibility of system resonance exists.
Knowing this, modification of the intended system is made possible.

Comparison of the results obtained and Figure 3.1-1 show
that the two-point reference mooring and attached buoys have fre-

quencies lying within the gravity wave range. System excitation
would then be expected to correspond to modal motions within this
range. The fundamental frequencies of a mooring are not constant,

but depend on its displacement configuration, demonstrated by the

results presented in Section 3.11. Analysis therefore, is required

under several loading conditions, with particular attention paid to
those conditions expected to be present during heavy seas.

While static analysis of cable systems, using a linear model,
is invalid due to large displacements, dynamical analysis may
seemingly be carried out on this basis. Oscillations of a mooring
about its equilibrium position can be expected to be on the order of
wave amplitudes. Such motions, in cables whose dimensions cor-

respond to water depths of several hundred or thousands of feet,
would appear to retain the small amplitude assumption associated

with a linear model. If this is the case, then the linear assumption
is not overly restrictive and results should be of value.
Confidence in such results will be dependent on comparison

to actual physical behavior and the ability to correctly establish
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system damping. Greater understanding of the dynamic drag characteristics of cables, is needed and seemingly presents a worthwhile
topic for future investigation. Both the static and dynamic methods

of analysis, can be made to account for all factors recognized to be
significant in influencing cable system behavior.

Progress in the analysis of mooring systems will be dependent
on future investigators contributing to the pool of present understanding. The worth of any method will ultimately be judged by its

ability to correctly predict system behavior as actually observed,
and the ease with which it can be implemented.
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